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VOL LIX. NO. 42. MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 20, 1896. $1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
LEGAL NOTICE.
MARTHA FRAVEL. William Fraval, Alice Fravel. Leola Fravel, Jacob 
Fravel, Thomas Fravel, Arlie Fravel and 
Sarah C. Snare, whose places of residence 
are unknown, will take notice that on the 
14th day of January, A. D, 1896, Ellen 
Kichole tiled her petition in the Cuun of 
Common Fleas of Knox county* Ohio, in 
ca>e No. 6,302, against the above named 
parlies and other*, and praving that a cer­
tain mortgage dated March 7th, A I)., 1876, 
given hy one Hannah Fravel to Nelson T 
Rioe, Jeremiah Fravel and John Fiavet, 
recorded at pages 22*2 and 223 of volume 18, 
of the mortgage records of Knox county, 
Ohio, and secured upon the Bouth halt of 
the West halfof the South east Quarter Sec­
tion eighteen (18) in township live (5) of 
Range ten (10) of U. 8 M lands in said 
eonnry and State, and containing twenty 
(20) a:res. more or less, be, by a proper 
decree, ordered cano-led of record so far 
as the interest thereunder of said Jeremiah 
Fravel and Johu Fravel, are concerned; 
that the claim of the parties above named, 
and other defendants to said petition that 
a.s heirs-at-law of the said Jeremiah 
Fravel and John Fravel, they are enli 
tied to some interest in said premi.es in 
virtue of said mortgage, uiay be adjudged 
to be null and void, that the title of the 
plaintiff to said premises may be quieted 
against such and all alleged claim, and 
rights thereto and therein of the above 
named parties and the other defendants in 
said cause and for all other proper aud per- 
tinant relief.
Said parties are required to answer to
Baid petition on or before the lllh day of 
April, A I). 1896. or judgment may be taken 
against them, and otherwise, as asked in 
said petition. DWIGHT E SAFI*.
Attorney for Plaintiff.






How They Entered Profes­
sional Life
And Took a Hand in Iiuai> 
neas AIIairs.
LEGAL NOTICE.
Our List of Property comprises over 75 Choice Dwel­
lings anil 125 Building Lots, which we have contracted with 
the owners thereof to sell at I NU81 ALLA LOW PRI( LS 
The former ranging in price from $500 to $6,000, and the 
latter from $100 to $2 (XX).
In addition to the above, we have a number of excellent 
Manufacturing Sites and Acreage Pr iperty, suitable for Sub­
divisions. Also, several choice Suburban Residences.
We have nearly 50 Knox Countv Farms For Sale, from 
10 to 200 Acres, at prices consistent with the times.
WE HAVE FOR RENT an extensiue list of Dwelling 
Houses. Flats, Dflfices, and Store Rooms, and are contracting 
nearly every day for more. We’re prepared for the demand.
In the Court of Common Fleas of Kuox 
county, Ohio.
Jacob H- Ross, as Executor of the last will 
and testament of Elisha Ross, deceased.
Plaintiff,
vs.
Hosmer C. Biggs, Robert J. Biggs. Charles 
H. Biggs, Angeline Greer and Jacob 
Greer, her husband; Mary Dunham and 
Henry Duuham, tier husband; Eliza Dun­
ham and Alf. Dunham, her husba.d; 
and John Biggs and Evaline Biggs,
Defendants.
Angeline Greer and Jacob Greer, her 
husband, residing at Creston, Iowa; Mary 
Dunham and Henry Dunham; Eliza 
Dunham and Alf. Dunham, residing at 
Westboro, Atchison county. Missouri; and 
John Biggs, whose residence is unknown, 
will take notice that on the 15 h day of 
January. A. D , 1896. the plaintiff, Jacob H 
R>ss, as Executor of the last will and testa­
ment of Elisha Ross, deceased, filed his 
petition in the Court or Common Plea., 
within and for Knox county, and State of 
Ohio, against the above named defendants, 
praying that said defendants be compelled 
to .how their interest in and that plaintiff, 
title be quieted to the following described 
real estate, situated in Knox county and 
State of Ohio, and described as follows, 
towit:
Being eighty-five acres off the nort end of 
the southwest quarter of section eleven(U), 
township eight (8), and range eleven (11); 
and off the north end of a twenty acre strip
Surchased by Alexander McKee of Jac >h himer; and also off the north eud of a ten 
acre strip purchased by said McKee of 
James McNear. Said twenty acres are off 
the west aide of the southeast quarter of 
section eleven (11), township eight (81 and 
range eleven (11) in said county: and said 
ten acres are off the east side of the south- 
easl quarter of section twelve (12), town­
ship eight (8) and range eleven (U) in «aid 
county —the whole of the above described 
premises being the same premises conveyed 
by said Alexander McKee to Evaline Biggs, 
wife of James Biggs, by deed dated the 28th 
day of December, AD. 1857, and recorded 
in Vol. 22, pages 684 and 686 of Deeds 
Records in and for said county, and being 
also the same premises described in a cer$ 
tain deed of the said Alexander McKee to 
the said Evaline Biggi, dated the 6th day of 
January. A. D.. 1866, and recorded in Vol. 
57. page 40 of Deeds Records in and for 
said county. Reference to both said deeds 
is here made.
Said parlies are required to answeron or 
before the 21st day of Maich, A D-, 1896, 
or judgment may be taken against them.
JACOB U. ItOtiS.
By C. E. f'ritchfield and
Critchfield A Graham, his attorneys.
J an 23 6t
IF YOU SHOULD WANT






OR OBTAIN FIRST CLASS
FIRE, LIFE, OR ACCIDENT
INSURANCE!
W CAN BE SUPPLIED
GOOD FOR EVERYBODY
Almost everybody takes some laxative 
medicine to cleanse the system and keep the 
blood pure. Those who tai«e SIMMONS 
Liver Regulator (liquid or powder) 
get all the benefits of a mild and pleasant 
laxative and tonic that purifies the blood 
and strengthens the whole system. And 
more than this: SIMMONS LIVER REGU­
LATOR regulates the Liver, keeps it active 
and healthy, and when the Liver Is in 
good condition you find yourself free from 
Malaria, Biliousness, Indigestion, Sick- 
Headache and Constipation, and rid of 
that worn out and debilitated feeling. 
These are all caused by a sluggish Liver. 
Good digestion and freedom from stomach 
troubles will only be had when the liver 
is properly at work. If troubled with any 
of these complaints, trv SIMMONS LIVER 
REGULATOR. The King of Liver Medi­
cines, and Better than Pills.
^ar-ICVERY PACKAGE-^
Has the Z Stamp in red on wrapper. 
J. H. ZeUin & Co., Phlla., Pa.
Their Advent In Many Walks of Life 
Dates Back Into a Remote Period 
and the Progress the Sex Has Made 





Real Estate, Loan and Insurance Agent.
OFFICE—BOOS 1, SlSOJIf TUPLE.
TELEPHONE 57.
OUR OFFICE IS HEADQUARTERS for Real Estate 
and for Real Estate Investors, from the fact that we have 
more Property For Sale, Exchange and Rent than all the 
other Agents in the City combined. It is therefore not sur­
prising that we do THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS !
IF YOU WISH to Buy, Sell, Rent, or Exchange your 
Property, consult your interest best by patronizing the
TIME-TRIED ASD RELIABLE AGENCY OF
ESTABLISHED FIFTEEN YEARS AGO.
Room 1, Masonic Temple. (Telephone 57.) MT. VERNON, OHIO.
PIBTIIl IIS! OF PROPERTY FOR Sit!:
DWELLINGS, Ac,
FARM FOR SALE!
ONE of the bast producing farms in Knox county, consisting of 321 acres in Ber- 
liq township, known as the “Joe Hall” 
farm. This ia a rare opportunity to secure a 
No. 1 stock nr grain farm at low figures. Rich 
soil, well watered, good dwelling, fine new 
barn, good crib aud wagon! abed, No. 1 
grausry and orchard
Terms easy. Will be sold on long time if 
desired.
Could be divided into two tracts of 110 
acres, and one of 211 acres if desired.
Apply at First National Bank, 
nov 7 tf Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
NOTICE.
THE undersigned assignee of George M.Cox is hereby authorised by the Pro­
bata Court cf Richland county, Ohio, to sell 
at private sale, within 30 days, the farm 
known as the Baker farm. 6 miles west of 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, containing 290 acres 
more er less, ou the following conditions: 
For not less than the appraised value, $5.- 
075 00; one third cash, one third in one 
year, oae-lhird in two years, the back pay­
ments to be secured by mortgage on the 
premises at 6 per rent
Bide will be received orally or by mail at
Mantfi'-ld, Ohio, by the undersigned. 
February 4ib,1896
TH08. Y. M’CRAY. 
feb64t Assignee.
NOTICK OF DISSOLUTION.
THE copartnership heretofore existing
L between H.C PatkerandC. R Schneb
-.doing a Boot and Shoe business under the 
m name of Parker A Schnebly,is this day 
(Solved by mutual consent.
'fbe business will be continued by C. R 
Schnebl v, who is authorised to settle the ac 





THE undersigned has b«e.i duly appoint­ed and qtial died as assignee m trust 
for the benefit of the creditors of
PERCIVAL H. UPDBGRAFF.
All |>ersons indebted to said Assignor will 
make immediate payment, and creditors 
will present their claims duly authenticat­
ed, to the undersigned for allowance
i desire to further give notice that as soon 
as the preliminary orders in the said mailer 
cad bevhtained, I will sell the entire stock 
of stoves, hardware, tin ware, etc . etc . 
signed to me, the residence property on East 
Gambier street, this city, the farm of 108 
acres South of the city, in Clinton town­
ship, end 16 lots in Updegrafl’a sub-divi 
sioa of the West part of Elmwood in said 
township.
WILLIAM C- COOPER. Assignee. 
Mt. Vern< c, O , Feb 6, 1896
Coorxa <L Moork, Attorneys, f«bl3 3
Florida and Southeast.
If vou have any intention of going to 
the Southeast thia fall or winter, you 
should advise yourself of the best route 
from the North and West. Tliie is the 
Ixjuiaville Nashville railroad, which is 
running double daily trains from Cincin­
nati through to Nashville, Chattanooga, 
Birmingham, Atlanta, Montgomery, 
Thomasville, Pensacola, Mobile, Jack­
sonville and all Florida points. Pullman 
Sleeping Car Service through. Specially 
low rates made to Atlanta during the 
continuance of the Cottou States Expos 
ition and tourist rates to all points in 
Florida and Gulf Coast resorts during 
toe season. For particulare as to rates 
and through car servico, write
Jackson Smith, Div. Pass. Agt..
Cincinnati, C-
C. P. Atmore, Gen’l Pass. Agt„
Louisville, Ky.
No. 481. Store Building and Dwellii g 
Houte adjoining, in good location off of 
Main stiert. Pi ice for both properties only 
$2,800. Good investment for the money.
No. 382. New House, West Gambier street. 
11,250 is all that is required to purchase it.
No- 483. Brick House—East part of ci y 
You can have it for $1,125.
No 484. Brick House—East Front street, 
□ear Main, 8 rooms, stable, <&c Ooly $2,230.
No. 485. Modern Cottage—Rogers street, 
East end. 8 room frame. Price $1,150-
No. 486 House, with over an acre of land 
facing jon Quarry street, East end, new 6 
room frame house. Just think, only $1 425.
No. 487. Choice Residence—West Htgh 
street, 8 rooms, stable, Ac. It's worth at 
least $3 000. Owner will accept $2,400
No. 488. Choice Brick Dwelling—West 
Sugar street, near business, churches, school 
Ac. Contains 9 rooms, crates, Ac. This 
property, if sold soon, can be had for $2,650.
No 470 Brick Residence, with Three Lots, 
on West High street, 9 rooms, stable. Etc. 
One of the finest residence properties on the 
West side. Will sell it for $3,500.
No. 474. 27OU8E, North Gay street, 11 
story frame. 8 rooms. Lot about 35x132. 
Price $1,250.
No. 475. Brick House and Two Lots, North 
Main street, 10 rooms, furnace. Ac. Choice 
location. Price only $2 850 if sold soon.
No. 477. House and Two Lots, East part of 
city, 14 story frame, 5 rooms, stable, Ac 
Price $80') on easy payments.
No. 478. Pretty Cottage, East Burgess St., 
rooms, stable, Ac. Price $1600.
No. 479. House and Two Lots, West Vine 
street, lj story frame, 7 rooms, Ac.—$1,250 
No. 480. New House, East Sugar street,
2 story frame, 7 rooms. Price $1,300.
No 471. Pretty Cottage, East Front street 
near Main, lj story frame, 7 rooms, stable. 
Etc. Owner will accept $1,700 for it.
No 473 Comfortable Home. Rogers s reet, 
East part of city, built a few years, 2 story 
frame, 8 rooms, stable. Etc. Only $1-5 - 
So 465 Dwelling. West Vine street, near 
Main, lj story frame, 9 rooms, furnace, sta 
ble, Ac. A cozy home Price $1 800.
No. 466. New Modern House. Rogers St 
East part of city, 2 story frame, 7 rooms, fur 
nace, bath. Ete. Price$1,800 for a few weeks.
No 454 Choice Residence. East Vine street, 
(Barr property,) 10room frame, good con­
dition, largecellar. stable, Ac.,at a bargain 
No.455 HOUSE, West High street, 2story 
frame, 7 rooms; very choice. Price $2000.
No. 456. HOUSEand Two Lots, East Chest­
nut street, 2story frame, 8 rooms, stable,Ac 
A beautiful residence Price $3500 
No 459. HOUSE, East Front street, lj 
story frame- Price $475. if purchased soon.
No. 461. NEW HOUSE, East part of city, 
on Cedar Avenue, 14 story frame, 6 rooms 
finished in natural wood, cathedral window, 
cellar, well, cistern, Ac Price only $1000 
No. 462 BRICK HOUSE, East High St.
7 rooms, stable. Ac. $2,500 will buy it
No 446. Dwelling, East Chestnut street
2 story frame. 11 rooms, furnace, etc. Price 
only $2,500. Nicely arranged for two fami 
lies, or Boardeis. Near Public Square
No. 447. Dwelling, East //igh street, 14 
lory fi ame, 9 rooms. Price >2,000.
No.415. A No. I PROPERTY.cornerOam 
bier and Gay streets.—King property. One 
half block from Main street. An elegant 
location for a Business Block, Opera House 
Hotel, New Court House, or City Building 
Size of double lot 132x132 Price only $4,850
No. 450. Suburban Property, } acre, 
story frame house. 8 rooms, stable, cellar, 
fruit, Ac. Price $2,500
No. 451. Manufacturing Site, 8$ acres 
adjoining city on railroad. Price $1,600
Manufacturing Site, 6 acres adjoining city 
on railroad. Price $2,500.
No. 453. Brick House, North Gay street 
14 story. 5 rooms. Price$750.
No. 472 Brick House. East Front street,7 or
8 rooms, large new stable. Price $2500.
No. 441 House, East Chestnut street, 14
story frame. 5 rooms, stable, Ac. $900
No. 417. House and Two Lots, on Gambier 
Avenue, known as the Taft Homestead 
will be sold at a bargain if purchased soon
No. 225. BU8INES8 BLOCK, Main St. 
opposite Rowley House; 3story brick, two 
large store rooms and warehouse. Second 
story conveniently arranged for housekeep 
iog or a Boarding-house. Price reasonable
No. 436. Modem Residence, west High St 
near Riverside Park. 2 story frame, 8 rooms 
Will sell for less than actual value.
No. 399, Dwelling, west Vine street, two 
story frame, 7 rooms, stable, Ac. Price $1,400
No. 476. Double Dwelling, west Chestnut 
street, near Main. Price $2,500. Bargain !
No. 369. DWELLING, Pleasant street, 
new 2 story frame, modern, 7 rooms, flag­
ging. Ac. An elegant home. Price$2,6OO.
No. 237. //OUSE and 3 acres, north part 
of city, stable, orchard, Ac. Price $3,600.
No. 351. //OUSE. Burgess street, 2 story 
frame. Price $1,200, if purchased soon.
No. 308. //OUSE, west High street, 2 
jtory brick, good stable. Ac. Price $3,850.
No. 430. House and Two Lots, Gambier 
Ave , nearCeoter run. $1,000 cash
BIILDIYG I„OT£.
()/\ SUBURBAN IX)TS, South of city.
VJ between Mariinoburg and Newark 
roads Prices from $250 to $350 on monthly
payments. Big discount for cosh.
BUILDING LOTS, on East Front and 
> Water sheets. 5 minutes walk of C. A
A C. Car Shops, in John Wilson's Addition 
Prices from $250 to $350 on lime.
Double Lot Gambier Avenue, about 61x 
250 The finest Building Lot on the Avenue 
It only takes $1,500 to buy it.
TnREK Ixrrs, Oak street continued, East 
pari of city, near F. L Fairchild's. Price 
$350 and $400 Double the size of most Lots 
Gambier Avenue Lota, in B. Haro 
well’s Addition. Price only $650 and 
$750. Cheapest Lots in the city, location 
considered- These prices good for 60 davs.
IQ CHOICE BUILDING LOTS. East O Front street, in B Barnwell's Ad dition. Piices from $150 to $350.
LOT, East Highstreet, Price $500 on time 
30 T, Cedar Ave., East part of city—$275. 
LOT, East High street. Price $450 on time 
LOT, near 5th Ward School House—$400.
LOT, near Bridge works, with artesian 
well Price 1300.
Eleven Building Lota, Located on
Sandusky, Wooster and Cottage streets. All 
choice lots- New Addition, just opened, at 
extremely low prices for cash or longtime. 
LOT. Rogers St.. East part of city—$275. 
Choice Building Lota, East 
4 part of city, known as the Taft Addi­
tion, desirably located, beautiful elevation. 
Prices ranging from only $125 to $250, on 
extended credit. Don’t miss thisopportunity
KNOX COUNTY FARMS.
No 380 Desirable Farm, 1424 acres, 6 miles 
of Mt.Vernon, Si") acres bottom land, balance 
gently rolling. 20 acres timber, watered by 2 
springs, 8 room frame house, nearly new. 
large bank barn and other buildings, good 
orchard. Will sell it for $55 per acre..
No 381 Farm. 37i seres, near Utica, 
room house, stable, timber, fruit. Etc. On 
public road. Will accept $1,700 for it.
No 376 Farm, 50acres, 14 mile ofBangs 
7 room house, arable, etc. Price $40 |»er A.
No 369 Farm, 504 acres, 34 miles of Utica 
new 6 room house, stable, etc $60 per A.
No 365 Farm, 75 acres. 4 miles of city 
choice buildings. Price $80 per acres.
No 364 Farm, 10 acres, 34 miles of city 
5 room house, stable, fruit, etc. Price $1,200
No 370 Suburban Farm, 3 acres, choice 
buildings, fruit, etc Would make a fine 
Truck Farm. Price $3,500.
No 375 Farm. 35 acres. 4 miles of city, 
room house, stable, etc- Price $1,600.
A CO.,
DEALER!IN
flour, Feed* Seeds, Poultry
Curtis Ware house, Lower Main street 
Vernon, Ohio, Telephone 89.
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle. 
60c. size 2*1 times larger than 25c. size. 
NO RELIEF, NO2PAY.
KERB MEDICINE CO., 
Springfield, - - Ohio.
-Q-
No Healthy Liver, 
No Active Kidneys,
Are to be looked for when the 
Stomach fails to perform its duties. 
Every organ, every tissue of the body 




Depend upon the vital currents that 





all Stomach Troubles, and
thus cures all diseases that arise 
from faulty or impaired digestion. 
Lyon’s Seven Wonders, only 
$i.oo a box (6o doses). Sold by all 
Druggists, or address
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
We guarantee this remedy to cure or money refunded.
For sale by Craft <fe Tangher.
FOR FXFIIANGF’
No 429— Nebraska Land. 160 acres, Pierce 
county $18 per acre; for Ohio or Ind. farm
No 474 Small Farm, 15 acres, Licking 
County, Ohio. 4 room frame house, stable, 
fruit, Ac Price $1000 For email siock of 
groceries in a Kuox county village
No 468 Farm, 40 acres, Medina Co, Ohio,
4 mile of Chatham Center, no buildings 
Price $2,000 F >r Mt Vernon property or 
Knox County farm
- No 469 Dwelling, in Mt Vernon, west 
Highstreet, near Riverside Park, modern, 
8 rooms Price $2500 Foi Ohio furm
No 488 Kansas farm, 66u acres, Ells­
worth County,6 room house, barn, Ac., Ac 
Price $18 per acre For Knox County farm
No 490 Farm, 105 acres, Huron County 
Ohio. 2 story brick house, bArn. Ac. Price 
$6,500 For Mt Vernon property
No 481 Columbus, O, Property, consist­
ing of houses-and building lots; desirably 
located In exchange for Ohio farms
No 466 Farm, 35 acres, 4 miles of city, 14 
story house, stable, Ac $1,800 Dwell ing 
in Mt. Vernon wanted
No 449—House, in this city, 14 atory 
frame. 5 rooms, stable, Ac- $1200 For small 
Ohio farm
No 445—Nebraska Farm, 160 acres, Knox 
county, unimproved $18 per acre Ohio 
property or merchandise wanted
No 43\—Building Lots, 43 in Fostoria, 
and 9 in Tiffin, Ohio, from $200 to $500
No 433—Farm, 16acres. 4 miles west of 
city, fair buildings $1500
Farm, Morrow county, 81$ acres $55 per 
acre; for Mt. Vernon property
No 435— Missouri Land, 320 acres, Texas 
county $10 per acre; for property this city.
It’s willful waste to buy common 
lamp chimneys, now that you 
can get the Ivory Top—the kind 
that don’t break. Yon could buy ® 
a thousand and not find one de- q 
fective. They cost a trifle more, • 
but, on the other hand, one
IVORY TOP
No. 431. House. Gambier Ave., near Cen- j Masonic Temple 
ter run, 14 story frame. 4 rooms. $700 cash, j
No. 401. House and Two Lots, west Chest
KEEP YOUR EYE
On our BULLETIN BOARD at foot 
of office stairs, (Masonic Temple,) for 
the Bio Real Estate Bargains we 
».re constantly offering, of property we 
aave For Sale and Exchange.
HOWARD HARPER,
Real Estate Agent
will outlast ten ordinary chimneys 
—often more. Lamp dealers say 
they last too long. They 
are sold wherever lamp 
chimneys arc sold. Ask 
the dealer for them and 
refuse substitutes under 
any other name.
J A little book about lamps sect free-
j TUE ttrriUOTT CUSS co., UEUIDKU. IJD.
berry street. Price$l,250.
No. 402. Choice Residence. East Chestnut
street, 8 rooms, stable. Ac. Price $2,650.
No. 419 Dwelling, west High street, n«ar
Main 2story frame, 8 rooms,stable <bc,$2300 
No. 449. New House, Burgess street 14
s ory frame, six rooms. Price $950-
RENTS COLLECTED!
J Oldest and Largest. Established in *
• 1848. Over 33,000 former students. •
• Send for Catalogue and Journal. • 
J Spencerian Business College and J
• School of Shorthand, Cleveland, O. • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••a*
And Property Managed for Non-retidents 
and others, on favorable terms.
BOWAU HARPER, The Real Estate Agent,
ROOM 1, MASONIC TEMPLE.
Australian women were first freely 
admitted to all courses in the Univer­
sity of Sidney in 18S4.
The first woman missionary society 
known to history was organized at 
Natchez, Miss., in 1834.
Dona Manuella Palido, the first and 
only woman lawyer in Spain, opened 
an office in the Spanish capital in 
February, 1894.
The first woman to apply for and be 
given a position on the police force was 
Miss Edith Walker, of Bogota, Colum­
bia, 1894.
The first paper devoted to woman 
suffrage ever published was the Una, 
edited by Mrs. Paulina Davis, of Provi­
dence, R. I.
The first woman "undertaker and em- 
balmer” was Mrs. Heaton Dart, who 
hung out her shingle” in New York 
City in 1888
The first European lady to marry a 
native of Burmah was Miss Mabel Cos­
grove, who married Chan Toon, of 
Rangoon, in January, 1894.
The first woman Judge mentioned in 
English history was Anne Berkeley, of 
Yate. Gloucestershire. She was com­
missioned by Henry VIII.
Miss Grace Babb, the first graduate of 
a College of Pharmacy, was a lecutrer 
in the Women’s College of Medicine, 
Philadelphia, in 1884.
The first Woman’s Rights Convention 
ever held in America was at the home 
of Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Seneca Falls,
N. Y., July 19 and 20, 1848.
Mrs. W. D. Owen, of Logansport, 
Ind., bears the distinction of being the 
first and only woman ever admitted to 
the floor of the English House of Lords.
Mrs. Susanna Dunklee, of Newton, 
Mass , has the distinction of being the 
first woman bank Treasurer in America. 
She was elected to that office in 1874.
The first woman admitted to the 
practice of law before the courts of 
California was Mrs. Clara S. Foltz, who 
was admitted to the bar of that State on 
September 5,1878.
The first American woman to occupy
Professor’s chair in an educational 
institution was Helen C. Morgan, who 
was made Professor of Latin at Fisk 
University in 1869.
The first woman ever elected Mayor 
of an American city was Mrs. Susanna 
Madora Salter, nee Kinsey of Angonia, 
Kas. Mis. Salter was elected in the 
Spring of 1887.
Ihe first woman to act tlie part of a 
woman character on the stage was 
Margaret Swartz, who made her first 
appearance; in London, on the night of 
November 9, 1656.
The first woman to deliver lectures on 
Equal Rights in England was Mrs. H. 
M. T. Culter, an American lady, who 
was a delegate to the London Peace 
Congress of 1851.
The Queen of Corea was the first 
Asiatic sovereign to employ a graduated 
American female doctor as court physi­
cian. The salary allowed is equal to 
$15,000 per annum.
Rav. Ida C. Fulton opened the Iowa 
Senate with prayer on Saturday, Feb­
ruary 11,1889, the first instance in the 
history of the world of such office being 
performed by a woman.
The first State in the Union to give 
women even limited suffrage was Ken­
tucky. In 1812 that State passed a law 
authorizing widows with children to 
vote for School Directors.
The first woman elected Mayor over 
a borough included within the domin­
ion of the British Empire was Mrs. 
Yates, of Onehunga, New Zealand. She 
was elected in Januarv, 1894.
The first two women appointed by 
the Austrian Government to be army 
physicians were Dre. Anna Bayerovd 
and Kella Keckova, both graduates of 
the Zurich University, class of 1891.
The first woman whom the Methodist 
church gave a license to preach was 
Mrs. Maggie Newton Van Cott, who on 
the 25th of March, of the present year, 
celebrated her sixty-fourth anniversary.
The first Prussian women to agitate 
the question of Equal Rights was 
Naliioa Sturmhoetel, who died in 1889, 
at the age of 77. Her first lectures on 
that subject were delivered in 1840, at 
Dresden.
The first American woman to take 
a regular medical course and graduate 
as M. D. was Elizabeth Blackwell, who 
finished her studies in that line at the 
Geneva. N. Y., Medical School, in Jan 
uary, 1840.
The first woman to go through a 
course in a California Medical College 
wits Miss L. M. F. Wanzer, who grad­
uated from Toland College in 1874, and 
is now the most prominent woman phy. 
sician on the West coast.
The first person in the United States 
to publicly advocate Equal Rights of 
Suffrage was John Neal, ("Yankee 
Neal”) of Portland, Maine. Hia utter­
ance on that score were made in a pub­
lic Fourth of July oration in 1838.
The first woman to take the degree of 
Doctor of Laws was Maria Mitchell, the 
woman astronomer. The only other 
two women who have a right to write 
"LL. D” after their names are Amelia 
Barr and Frances E. Willi&rd.
The first woman in America to ap­
pear in the capacity of a public lecturer 
was Elizabeth O. Smith, in 1842. Prior 
to that time she edited the Mayflower 
of Boston, and was afterwards pastor of 
a church at Canastota, N. Y.
The first woman to edit an American 
newspaper was Mrs. Hannah Bunce 
Watson, who edited the Hartford City 
Courant for the three years following 
1777, the date of the death of her hus 
band, who had been proprietor.
The first and only woman ever excut- 
ed within the limits of what is now 
the United States lor the crime (?) of 
preaching the gospel was Mary Dyer. 
Her execution took place in Boston
Commons under orders of Governor 
Endicott.
The first National Woman’s Suffrage 
Convention held in the United States 
convened at Seneca Falls, N. Y., in 1838. 
Dr. Helen Wesley, England, is the first 
and only woman who has earned the 
title of Doctor of Philosophy..
Tlie first woman to register as a quali 
fied voter in the State of Ohio was Mrs. 
Samuel Crawbaugh, of Cleveland. The 
pen which the lady used in signing her 
name was immediately secured and 
sent as a relic to the curator of the 
Western Reserve Historical Society.
The first woman to have the title of 
Ensign conferred upon her was Mrs 
Eliza B. Cutter, who carried the tegi- 
mental colors of the brigade in which 
her husband was Colonel at the charge 
of Fort Donelson. She died at Garfield 
Hospital, Washington, November 30, 
1892.
The first woman who ever circumnav­
igated the globe shipped with the 
famous Bougainville expedition in 1766. 
She was disguised as a man and was 
known as Charles Thomas Barr. She 
was a servant to Philibert de Commer- 
con, the botanist of the expedition.
The first women telegraph operators 
were to put to work in the offices of the 
New York Central Railroad Company 
in the year 1867, when that road was 
under the Superintendency of A. L. 
Dick. To Superintendent Dick is given 
the credit of first oonceiving the idea of 
employing women in that capacity.
Tlie first woman to apply for admis 
sion to the bar of Illinois was Alta M. 
Hulett, who passed the required exam­
ination in 1872. She was rejected on 
account of sex, but finally succeeded in 
having the Legislature pass a law mak­
ing nodistinction on^that account, where­
upon she was admitted without further 
trouble.
The first woman to hold the chair of 
jurisprudence in a University was 
"Prof.” Calderini, of the city ofBolona, 
who occupied that position from 1360 to 
1366. Immediately afterwards another 
lady, "Prof.” Fovella, was tendered and 
accepted the same chains which she 
filled with entire satisfaction to the fac­
ulty for the following four years.
All Around the Farm
A prominent fruit grower says that in 
a commercial orchard of 200 trees it 
is better to have 40 trees, each of five 
varieties, than five trees each of 4C 
varieties.
Has it ever occurred to you, asks 
Horticultural Visitor, that with a little 
labor wasting apples, berries and veg­
etables can be quickly evaporated, and 
are then worth pound for pound for 
Hour, sugar, coffee, etc.
When pruning the old orchard and 
removing a large limb, eaye a writer, 
first saw a notch on the under side of 
the limb; then saw down from the upper 
side to meet that below. This will pre­
vent splitting the limb.
Never allow any person, says a stock 
writer, to pick out your best ewes. Se­
lect the best ram, rembering that he 
is half the flock, and $10 and $20 extra 
for a ram only means a few cents per 
head on each lamb sired by him.
The chief obstacle to success in grow­
ing pigs is the danger of becoming 
overstocked. There is always a profit if 
pigs are sold while young. But many 
farmers who have a fine lot of growing 
pigs will not sell them, thinking to make 
a greater profit by feeding until they 
have attained full growth. In most cases 
this is a mistake. The older a pig grows 
the smaller is usually the profit from 
kirn.
Tlie younger a pig is the less meal it 
will take to put on a pound of pork. It 
is well to supplement the pasture with 
an abundant ration of chopped grain, 
that they may be keep growing as fast 
as possible. All grain fed them should 
be chopped or ground.
Hard or easy, a stump should be re­
moved as soon as the ground is put in 
cultivation, says a farmer. Before the 
stumps are rotted out one will lose in 
cultivating and harvesting among them, 
five times as much time as will remove 
them at the beginning, not to speak 
of breakage due to their presence.
In an older orchard it can certainly 
be recommended to turn sheep,that they 
may keep down rank growths of herb­
age and grass, and that they may eat up 
the defective fruit which falls and de­
stroys the moths. These droppings 
will, moreover, tell in their value as 
plant food, but sheep are too destructive 
in young orchards.
The pumkin crop on many farms is 
used almost exclusively for feeding to 
milk cows. They are good for increas­
ing milkflow, but whenever there is a 
city or large village within reach the 
pumpkins will bring more money mar­
keted for making pies, while the cow 
can be better fed with grains or wheat 
bran, and at much less cost than the 
nutritive value|in the pumkpin.
The quantity of salt given to an ox 
is a matter of some importance. The 
quantity found suitable to give to oxen 
feeding on hay, straw, turnips, etc., is, 
says Professor Aitken, from half an 
ounce to one and a half ounces per day 
for every 1000 pounds live weight, but 
if food rich in potash salts, such as po­
tatoes, corn, beans and peas, is being 
fed to stock, the quantity of salt may 
he considerably increased with good ef­
fect.
Every cow of a dairy herd should be 
examined through a Babcock tester. 
The milk should be weighed and tested 
so that the unprofitable cow should be 
known and weeded out of the herd 
Farmers can’t afford to keep cows for 
dairy purposes which do not yield quan 
tities of butter or cheese pretty well up 
to standard record. Both labor and feed 
may he wasted if the cows which give 
less than average quantity of butter fat 
or caseine are not turned over to the 
butcher.
Statb of .Ohio, City of Toledo, i 
Lucas County.
Fbank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is the senior partner of the firm of 
F. J. Cheney A Co., doing business in 
the City of Toledo, county and State 
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay 
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS 
for each and every case of Catarrh that 
can not be cured by the use o< Hall’s 
Catarbh Cube. FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in 
my presence, this 6th day of December, 
A. D., 1886. A. W. GLEASON,
I —x Notary Public
«seal >
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internal 
ly and acts directly on the blood and 
mucous surfaces of the system. Send 
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O. 
B^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
PICTURE OROIJR BOHES.
PosMibilltiea of Rocntgen's 
DiNvovery.
A Host Invaluable Ahi to 
NiirgeoiiN,
Fop by this Method a Bullet Mny be 
Located With Ease and a Fracture 
Examined —The Successful Results 
of Some of the Experiments by tne 
Aid of Crooke’s Tubes.
The remarkable discover}’ of Pro­
fessor Roentgen, of the Wurzburg 
University, who has found a light 
which penetrates all organic matter, has 
already been mentioned. The New 
York Journal says, in a letter from 
Vienna:
The light which renders all this pos­
sible is derived from radiant heat, and 
is of wonderfully penetrative power. It 
is thrown up the object by means of one 
of Crooke’s tubes. This is a vacum or air­
tight glass tube, through which an in­
duction (electrical) current passes, and 
the rays from the intense heat caused 
by the current, which is known as radi­
ant heat are thrown from the tube upon 
the object it is deeired to photograph.
Professor Roentgen has succeeded in 
securing several remarkable negatives. 
One instance is that of a man’s ankle 
wherein a bullet was imbedded. The 
photograph shows the bullet just as it 
is lodged in the ankle, thus revealing 
what heretofore could be learned by 
probing and the use of the surgeon’s 
knife.
In another case a puree containing a 
quantity of money was selected a sub­
ject. The heat rays focussed thereon 
produced a negative showing with won­
derful clearness both puree and contents
A human hand was then subjected to 
the heat rays. In the picture resulting 
appears a skeleton hand, the covering of 
flesh seeming to have vanished as if by 
magic. It must be remembered, too, 
that this was not the hand of a dead 
person,but belonged to a living,breathing 
man, the remaider of the arm being so 
screened and arranged as to be excluded 
from the focus of the tube camera.
Perhaps the most notable experiment, 
however, which illustrated with graphic 
clearness the eccentric power of the new 
discovery was the photograph of a man 
seated beside a young lady before the 
photographer in ordinary drees, but 
whom the negative shows a perfect 
skeleton. To test the clearness with 
which the new process would reproduce 
the skeleton of a living subject negatives 
were also taken by the ordinary method. 
In the first case the spinal vetebrse were 
reproduced in every detail, forming a 
ghastly specimen of realism.
Again, an ordinary iron weight was 
placed inside a wooden box one and one- 
half by three feet. In the picture the 
weight alone is seen, the box having ap­
parently vanished in air. This was con­
sidered a crucial test, and demonstrated 
beyond the possibility of a doubt that 
only a few of the wonders the new pro­
cess will accomplish have been learned.
The Crooke tube used is arranged like 
the lens in an ordinary camera, the in 
duction coil, that is, the wire over which 
the electricity passes into the tube—run­
ning from a small storage battery ar­
ranged in the camera, and at the rear 
of the tube. Then over the end of the 
tube from which the heat rays are fo­
cussed a heavy cloth is thrown in such 
a manner as to clearly outline the tube's 
end, enabling the operator to focue the 
rays without difficulty. Thus it will be 
seen that the photograph is taken 
through this heavy cloth, as well as the 
substance surrounding the object it is 
desired to reproduce. .
Strictly speaking, radiant heat rays 
are by no means a new light, but Pro- 
iessor Roentgen has, by experiment, 
gained the ability to secure special rays 
with which scientists are not familiar.
Thomas A. Edison, in an interview in 
the same paper, gives substantiality to 
the story of the wonderful discovery. 
He says:
"There is nothing impracticable about 
this Professor Roentgen’s discovery, 
consider it one of the most remarkable 
scientific discoveries of the age. Its 
possibilities may prove almost limitless. 
It is one of those things, we advance 
with only thorough experiment.”
Mr. Edison explains that when the 
proper fluorescence is obtained within 
the tube the mysterious light is generat­
ed there by the action of the electric 
fluid ii> disturbing the molecules of the 
ether or of the rarified air. The func­
tion of the cathode disc is not to make 
the light, but to propel the light parti 
cles with terrific force against the glass 
of their prison.
Tlie object to be photographed and 
the sensitive plate to receive tne shadow 
are directly facing the little disc, and the 
accepted theory is that the light waves 
strike the glass with such force that some 
of them penetrate the glass and go on 
and on through the opaque sulistances 
placed in their way until they reach the 
sensitive plate, imprinting thereon the 
shadow of whatever object that has 
been met not susceptible to the pecu­
liar rays.
Danger In School Desks.
Health in the public schools was the 
interesting topic at a recent meeting of 
the New Jersey Sate Sanitary Associa 
tion. It was believed by the members 
that too little attention is devoted to this 
subject, and that the importance of the 
sound body is overlooked in the stress 
of forcing the mind growth so that the 
stay in the grammar school may be 
stortened.
Stress was slaid upon the necessity of 
the right temperature and proper venti 
lation, and upon the evil of overwork 
or a too prolonged continuous effort 
Of even more importance, in the view 
of one speaker, it is that the desk and 
chair should be fitted to the child, lest 
otherwise spinal and other deformites 
result Adjustable desks cost but little 
more then others,and there is a growing 
demand for them.
School sanitation in that city, Dr 
Hartwell says, is a comparatively un 
known science. Absence of it, coupled 
with crowding of pupils, he regarded as 
the causes of the death rate among the 
school children, which is higher in B;s 
ton than it is in London, with nine times 
• the population, or in Berlin, with four 
‘ times the population, and is greater 
than in Washington. Philadelphia, Chi­
cago, New York and other cities.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
ABSOLUTELY PURE
AS TOLD BY TUE WITTY.
all,”"I don’t see where it comes in at 
Naid the mermaid, disgustedly.
And she threw the book out into the 
surf.
"Those society girls must be crazy!’
She resumed the combing of her wavy 
tresses.
"I may have done a great many fool 
ish things in mv time, but”-----
Here she looked down at her lower 
scales.
‘I don’t think I could ever be guilty 
of wanting to play Trilby!”
Hettie—What are you putting your 
bloomers on for?
Mattie—To play poker.
Hettie—What’s that got do with it?
Mattie (idignantly)—Do you think it 
would be proper for me to "straddle the 
ante" in 6kirts.
“Writing poetry enthralls me, fills me 
with noble longings, with passionate 
hopes. It makes me soar.”
“Well, reading it after you write it 
makes me sore.”
He—So you won’t let me kiss you?
She—No.
He—Tlie other girls do.
She—Go ahead, then; I’m not going to 
have them say you pay them any more 
attention than you do me.
“Didn’t it used to be considered wick­
ed to laugh on Sunday, pa?”
“Yes; and it’s worse than that now. 
It’s wicked to smile.”
"She’s a well-built girl.”
“Well, there was a good foundation to 
build on.”
Duke—How much are worth?
Heiress—Why?
Duke—I’m for sale.
"I wish I had your nerve.”
"What would you do then?”
"I wouldn’t have to do anything.”
Little Willie—Say Grandma, where’s 
Easy street?
Grandma—I don’t know, my child. 
Why do you ask?
Little Willie—Well, I heard "Pop”say 
“if vou would only get ofl the earth, 
he’d be living on Easy 6treet.”
Mias Spec Tackles (of Boston)—Will 
vou have mayonnaise dressing on your 
ettuce?
Miss Stickler (also of Boston)—No, 
thank you. I prefer it in the nude.
She—How much did you give the min­
ister, John?
He—Don’t you think that’s a good 
deal of money to go out of the family?
Weedleigh—I actually think I could 
smoke if I were dying.
Wagleigh—You’ll probably smoke 
after you're dead, anyway.
Mrs. Uptodate—I hear that Mrs. 
Emancipus has had her husband ar­
rested.
Mrs. Findesiecle—On what complaint?
Mrs. Uptodate—As a common scold
Mr. Newriche—What does this mean 
on Mrs. Bonton’e card: "At home Tues­
day?”
Mrs. Newriche (severely)—Josiah, I'm 
tuprised at your ignorance. She wants 
so let us know what day she’ll get back 
from the country.
Rector (gravely)—My dear madam, 
now that you have returned from the 
?ay season at Paris, pray, do not neg- 
ect your duty-----
Mrs. Sheckles—It would ruin me to 
pay it. I stufted my train with $20,000 
worth ot point lace.
Yuonghubby—What’s this cake you 
made, dear?
Wife—Angel cake.
Younghubby—Do you think I am an 
angel?
Wife—No; but you will be if you only 
eat enough of it.
Is it "overwork” that has filled this 
country with nervous dyspeptics?—that 
takes the flesh off their bones, the vital­
ity from their blood, and makes them 
feeble, emaciated and inefficient? No 
It is bad cooking, overeating of indiges 
ible stuff, and other health destroying 
habits*
The remedy is an artificially digested 
food such as the Shaker Digertive Cor­
dial. Instead of irritating the already 
inflamed stomach the Cordial gives it a 
chance to rest by nourishing the system 
itself and digesting other food taken 
with it. So flesh and strength return. 
Is not the idea rational? Tne Cordial 
is palatable and relieves immedately. 
No money risked to decide on its value. 
A 10 cent trial bottle does that.
Laxol is the best medicine for child- 
ran. Doctors recommend it in place of 
Castor Oil.
Art in Pouring Tea.
Few hostesses understand the art of 
pouring tea or coflee, simple as it ap 
pears. As a rule, the guest of honor is 
offered the first cup, which is the weak­
est, and the children, if served at all, are 
given the last and strongest. When it is 
desired to have all the cups of uniform 
strength one should pour a little into 
each, and then begin o/er again, re 
versing the order. In England this is 
so well understood that a pourer of tea 
or coffee does not begin to replenish the 
cups till all are before her.
The Prince of Wales ha< given up all 
hope of ever Incoming King of England 
since his self willed old mother has un­
dertaken to defy the orders of her physi 
cian.
SWEETHEART ROBBF D.
A Strange Experience of a Detective's 
Professional Career. 
[Pliilsdelph a Tinifs.]
“I was disgusted a few days sgo at a 
case I worked up,” remarked a detec­
tive in the presence of a reporter.
“A young lady who was possessed of 
considerable money and a number of 
jewels sent for me. She had been rob­
bed of some diamonds valued at several 
hundred dollars. I finally found all but 
one pin, they having l»een pawned. I 
obtained a description of the man who 
borrowed money upon them, but for 
several weeks could not locate him. 
U hen I did his landlady said he had 
left that morning and was going to Bal­
timore. I watched the depot and was 
6oon rewarded by seeing the man jump 
out of a hack. I seized his arm and 
said; "You are arrested!” "What for?” 
he asked in a tone that showed that he 
was not much surprised, but greatly 
frightened. "That will be explained at 
the station,” I replied. There was a 
feminine shriek from the hack, and 
glancing into the vehicle, I saw it was 
my fair client. They had just been 
married, and were starting on their wed­
ding trip. I took in the situation at a 
glance, and then realized that I was 
powerless under the new order of afiairs.
I 6aid: "I see now that you are not the 
man I want,” and let him go. Then he 
began to bluster, and taking him aside,
I gave him to understand I knew of his 
robbing the girl to pay the expenses of 
his courtship, and he quieted down very 
suddenly."
If you would always be healthy, keep 
y«mr blood pure with Hood’s Sarsapa­
rilla, the One True Blood Purifier.
The New Woman.
[Washington Star ]
“I was amused at a woman on a train 
coming into Washington from the 
South,” said T. R. Godfrey to a Star 
reporter. "It showed a novel phase of 
the new woman question.
At Goldsboro a man got on the train 
with a baby in his arms. A woman 
followed him, but paid no attention to 
the man. The baby was evidently eick, - 
and the father, a North Carolina 
mountaineer, paced up and down the 
car trying to quiet the child. Every 
lady on the car except the woman who 
got on the train at Goldsboro was 
interested. Considerable speculation 
was indulged in as to the father and 
child, the consensus of opinion being 
that he had just lost his wife and was 
taking the baby to its grandparents.
A fter two or three hours tlie woman 
who boarded the train at the time the 
man did spoke to him, and then passed 
on, fondling the baby.
A benevolent-looking old lady seated 
near the woman, curious to know some­
thing, said:
“The child seems to be sick.”
"Yeem’.”
"I saw you speak to the father—do 
you know him ?”
“Orter—he’s my husban’ .”
"Do you mean to say that you are 
the child’s mother and let the baby sul- 
fer that way ?”
"He’s jess as able to tote it as I be. 
He’s jess as much kin to it as I te,” and 
the woman turned unconcernedly to the 
window, while the Inan continued to 
walk and dandle the child.
Much of life’s misery is due to indi. 
gestion; for who can be happy with pain 
in his stomach? As a corrective and 
strengthener of the alimentary oi’gans, 
Ayer’s Pills are invaluable, their use 
being always attended with maikcd 
benefit.
In emulation of his nephew*, the Kai­
ser, the Prince of Wales has written a 
cantata for soloists, chorus, and orches­
tra, which will soon be performed in 
London. Members of the royal family 
are about to begin a concert tour for 
charitable purposes, at which the Duke 
of York will play the piano and the 
Duchess the nanjo. The authority for 
these statements is the Paris Le Mene- 
strel.
Wright's Celery Tea cures constipa­
tion, sick headaches. 25c at druggists.
Tlie photograph! c outfit of the Duke 
of Moray, who is the first amateur pho­
tographer in France, is said to have cost 
$<10,000.
The case of an Iowa Falls woman who 
fasted until she reached a weight of 200 
pounds is baffling the wisdom of the 
physicians.
Mrs. Rudyard Kipling attends to all of 
her husband’s correspondence and care­
fully guards him against would-be in­
truders.
A prominent society man of Indian­
apolis has turned burglar. That is 
better, probably, than for a buglar to 
turn society man.
At GO years ot age a Rockford, Ill., 
man has developed such a mania for 
hugging women that the police have 
had to take him in hand and lock him 
up.
The World's Fair Tests 
showed ao baking powder 
so pure or so great in Ieav» 
enlng power as the RoyaL
Dr Mabel Spencer is the county phy­
sician of Riley county, Kansas.
Mrs. Coleman of Galesville, Minn , 
celebrated her one hundreth birthday by 
joining the Presbyterian church. The 
eleventh hour Christians don't all get in­
to the Methodist fold.
One of the liveliest attendants at the 
Atlanta exposition in a negress named 
Molly Darling, who is over 100 years of 
age. She attracts much attention from 
the fact that ehe never saw George Wash­
ington.
John Ruskin never drinks wine or 
spirits, but consumes large quantities of 
ale.
Mr. D. Wiley, ex postmaster, Black 
Creek, N. Y., was so badly afflicted, 
with rheumatism that he was only able 
to hobble around with canes, and even j 
then it caused him great pain. After. 
using Chamberlain’s Pain Balm he was 
so much improved that he threw away 
his canes. He says this liniment did 
him mqre good than all other medicines 
and treatment put together. For sale 




Are inseparably connected. The for­
mer depend simply, solely, solidly 
upon the latter. If it is pure they are 
properly fed and there is no “ nervous­
ness.” If it is impure they are fed on 
refuse, therefore cannot be strong and 
healthy, and the horrors of nervous 
prostration result. The only sensible 
way to cure is: Feed the nerves on 
pure blood. Make pure rich, red 
blood and keep it pure, by taking
Sarsaparilla
The One True Blood Purifier. $1; 6 
Prepared only by C. I. Hood tt Co.. Lovell.
HnnH Pillo cure WUouxneM and sick 
IIUUU head^cbo. »cento.
v
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llAKPEK A HARPER.
fbank itABPcB. | Political Expend Hu res 
lie Limited
to
measure or proposition submitted to ! tion at which he was chosen, on any of Sec. 22. Every treasurer of a political 
popular vote upon the same day of the grounds for which elections to other committee, and every other person 
election, and showing the dates when, offices are by the foregoing provisions of required by section 16 of this act to keep ; 
the persons to whom and the purposes this act required to he avoided. Such an account, who shall either: 
for which each such contribution, pay- contest maybe instituted at any time
ment, expenditure or promise was prior to, or during, the term of office of 
made. Such candidate shall subscribe such person, and in all other respects
$1.50 PER ANNUM IX ADVAXCE.
XO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
TKLF.P1K>X 1 COXXKCTION.
I 01 ST \ KM'.IN, OHIO. 
THUIHDV* MORNING .. FEB. 20. 19%
Tiie bill to increasrf the liquor Belling 
tax to $350 a year has become a law.
ItH'RFSEXTATivE Spear, who solicited 
a bribe, lias been white-washed by the 
Republican House. Of course.
The U. S. Senate has refused by 
decisive vote to tako up the tariff meas­
ure passed by the lower branch of Con 
gross.
How. M. A. Smalley, of Upper San 
dusky, one of the most deserving Dem­
ocrats of the State, has been appointed 
V. S. Marshal for tne Northern District 
of Ohio. His qualifications for the 
place are beyond question.
Said a prominent Forakerite at Co­
lumbus, last week: “Of Course we 
are all solid for McKinley, but we pro­
pose to see that Foraker gets the credit 
of McKinley’s nomination at St Louis.” 
Now, then, will you be good !
The Ohio Editorial Association held 
its annual meeting at Columbus last 
week. A committee was appointed to 
draft resolutions of respect to the mem 
ory of Hon. L. Harper, deceased, late 
editor and proprietor of the Democratic 
Banner.
And Net Out in Full 
der Oath
Vn-
In a Statement to be Made by All 
Candidates, and a Failure to I)o 
So Works a Forfeiture of the Of* 
lice —An Important Measure That 
Will Soon be a Law.
Matthew Stanley Quay, the Repub 
lican boss of Pennsylvania, has an 
nounced himself as a candidate for the 
Presidential nomination. It has been 
learned by the “cathode ray” process 
that he is really at heart for Tom Reed, 
but by the above action, expects to shut 
the McKinleyites out of the Keystone 
delegation.
The final vote iu the House of Reprt 
sentalivee at Washington on concur 
rence in the Senate free coinage 
amendment, was taken Friday, when 
the motion was defeated by a vote of 
215 nays to 90 yeas. The analysis shows 
that 184 Republicans and 31 Democrats 
voted against concurrence, while 58 
Democrats, 25 Republicans and 7 Popu 
lists voted for the free silver measure.
The Republican Presidential canvass 
says the Pittsburg Poet, is commencing 
to move with considerable celerity, and 
the plans of the campaigners are mad 
tolerably clear. Another favorite son is 
added to the list of condidates in Senator 
Manderson, of Nebraskia. The favorite 
son business is a blow at McKinley, and 
is largely prompted by the friends of 
Reed. As matters stand, with McKin 
ley and Reed far in the lead, New York 
Pennsylvania, Kentucky. Michigan 
Iowa and Nebraska are invited to rally 
about their sons. This is to prevent 
McKinley picking up delegates in these 
states, and to hold their delegations 
solid for their State candidates until 
McKinley’s nomination is made improb­
able. Then either Reed or some one 
picked out by Platt, Quay, Clarkson 
Co. will be nominated. It may be 
Allison or Morton, but it will not be 
Quay, and the tlim-tlain dealt out peo 
pie about his being a candidate in earn 
est is all fudge. It is part of the game
Senator Harper has introduced a bill 
to amend the insurance laws, requiring 
each insurance company doing business 
in Ohio to file with the Recorder of eacl 
county in the State, a certificate issued 
by the Superintendent, showing that the 
company has complied with the laws of 
the State relating to insurance and 
authorized to do business, attached to 
which shall be a statement, under oath 
of the President or Secretary of the 
company, setting forth the actual 
amount of paid up capital, the aggre 
gate amount of assets and liabilities 
together with the total income and ex 
penditurcs of the company for the year 
preceding the date of the statement 
Heretofore this information has been 
obtainable only in a partial manner, by 
reason of the action of the insurance 
companies in ignoring or evading the 
law, requiring publication of the annual 
statement. 8enator Harper’s bill also 
provides that the Superintendent of 
insurance shall annually publish 
each county of the State, a complete 
list of insurance companies authorized 
to do business in Ohio, the fee for such 
publication to be paid by the insurance 
companies.
An Associated Press dispatch from 
Irkutsk, Siberia, states on the au 
thority of a Siberian trader who is the 
agent of Dr. Nansen, the Norwegian 
explorer of Greenland some years ago, 
that the doctor, who started out in June, 
1893, from the northern coast of Europe 
to find the north pole has been success­
ful in bis enterprise, has reached the 
pole, and is now on his way back 
There have been rumors of the success 
of the Nansen expedition since last 
summer, but nothing so direct and 
positive as this last report. It is to be 
hoped the Norwegian explorer has suc­
ceeded, and solved the great mystery of 
what is going on at the pole that has 
been troubling the world for centuries. 
It is rumored tho doctor found the top of 
the earth on a chain of mountains, which 
is the reverse of the old time Symmes 
hole theory We await further advices 
before speculating on opening a profit­
able trade with the capsheaf of modern 
exploration.
------------ •-------------
While the Cuban insurgents have laid 
waste the cane fields of the island and 
destroyed many of the sugar mills that 
attempted to run in defiance of their 
decrees, they have not disturbed the 
tobacco interest, except destroying a 
few tobacco warehouses which the 
Spanards used as barracks. This dis­
crimination between sugar and tobacco 
has puzzled a good many people. A 
Pittsburg tobacco trade journal, publish­
ed by R. A W. Jenkinson A Co., on re­
liable information received by its editor, 
explains the situation. The tobacco 
fields are left scathless, it is pointed out, 
because their product is largely requir­
ed to furnish work for the Cuban cigar- 
makers in the United States, from whom, 
week by week, is coming the most im­
portant financial help of the insurgents. 
The leaders of the insurgents know well 
enough that if the Cuban-Americans 
have to cease work the supply of cash 
will cease also in a single week. These 
cigarmakers are sending two days’ pay 
per man every week to help the insur­
gent cause, and a moment’s thought 
will Bhow what this amount of cash 
means to a bankrupt army. This is a 
reasonable explanation why Maceo and 
Gomez do not raid and destroy the 
tobacco plantations. The tobacco indus­
try yields revenues to the insurgents.
Among the most important legislative 
measures that have been proposed at 
Columbus this winter is the bill intro­
duced by Senator Garfield, anil com­
monly known as the “Corrupt Practices 
Act.” The bill passed the Senate by an 
unanimous vote, and it is thought that 
it will go through the House without 
much, if any, change. W’hen the bill 
becomes a law it will have a good effect 
in the direction of eliminating the cor­
rupt use of money from politics, and all 
the baneful influences that accompany 
boodling. The measure is of such im­
portance, and as it is very sure to be­
come a law, the Banner herewith pre­
sents it in full, as follows:
A BILL
TO prevent corrupt pbactices at 
ELECTIONS.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Gen­
eral Assembly of the State ol Ohio, 
That no candidate for Representative in 
the Congress of the United States, or tor 
any public office created by the Consti­
tution or laws of this State to be filled 
by popular election, shall, by himself or 
by or through any agent or agents, 
committee or organization, or person 
or persons whatsoever, in the aggregate, 
pay out, give, contribute, or expend, or 
offer or agree to pay, give, contribute or 
expend, any money or other valuable 
thing in order to secure or aid in secur­
ing his nomination or election, or both 
such nomination and election, or to 
secure or aid io securing, or to defeat or 
aid in defeating the nomination or 
election, or both the nomination and 
election, of any other person or persons 
to any office to be voted for on the day 
of the same election; or in support of 
or opposition to any measure or propo­
sition submitted to popular vote upon 
the day of the same election, in excess 
of a sum to be determined upon the 
following basis, namely: For five 
thousand voters or less, $100.00; for each 
one hundred voters over five thousand 
and under twenty-five thousand, $1.50; 
for each one hundred voters over twen­
ty-five thousand and under fifty thous 
and, $1.00; and nothing additional for 
voters over fifty thousand. Any pay­
ment, contribution or expenditure, or 
agreement or offer to pay, contribute or 
expend any money or thing of value, in 
excess of the limit prescribed by this 
act, for any or all such objects and pur 
poses, is hereby declared to be unlaw 
ful, and to make void the election of 
the person making it.
Sec. 2. The number of voters shall 
be taken as equal to the total number of 
votes cast, for all the candidates for the 
office for which he is a candidate, at the 
last preceding election held to fill the 
same; and if at such last preceding 
election there shall have been more than 
one like office to be filled, so that it can 
not be determined who were the candi­
dates for that particular office, then the 
number of voters shall be ascertained 
by adding together all the votes cast for 
all the candidates for such offices and 
dividing the sum by the number of such 
offices.
Should no election to fill the office for 
which such person is a candidate have 
been previously held, the number of 
votes shall be ascertained by the total 
number of votes cast withiu the con­
stituent territory at the last preceding 
election for State officers for all the can­
didates for the State office for which at 
such last preceding election the largest 
aggregate vote was cast within the Stata; 
and should it be impracticable on ac­
count of change of boundaries to deter­
mine from returns of such last preceding 
election the exact number of votes so 
cast within such territory, the board, 
officer or officers whose duty it may be 
to receive and canvass the returns of 
the election at which such person is 
or seeks to be a candidate shall deter­
mine the number according to their 
best judgment upon request of any 
elector, and the number so determined 
shall be taken to be the true number.
Sec. 3. Every person who shall be a 
candidate before any caucus or conven­
tion, or at any primary election, for 
nomination for any office which under 
the Constitution or laws of this State is 
to be filled by popular election, or for 
the office of Representative in the Con­
gress of the United States, shall within 
ten days after the holding' of such cau­
cus, convention or primary election 
make out a statement in writing and file 
the same with the Clerk of the county 
in which he resides, and make out and 
file a duplicate thereof with the board, 
officer or officers, if any, empowered by 
law to issue the certificate of election to 
such office. Such statement shall set 
forth in detail each and all sums of 
money and other things of value con­
tributed, disbursed, expended or prom­
ised by him, and (to the best of his 
knowledge and belief) by any other 
person or persons with his procurement 
in his he half, wholly or in part in en­
deavoring to secure or in any way in 
connection with his nomination to such 
offiee or place, or in endeavoring to se­
cure or defeat or in any way in connec­
tion with the nomination of any other 
person or persons at such caucus, con­
vention or primary e'ection and show­
ing the dates when and the persons to 
whom and the purposes for which each 
such contribution, payment, expendi­
ture or promise was made, and such 
candidate shall subscribe and swpar to 
such statement and such duplicate 
before an officer authorized to adminis­
ter oaths. The form of such affidavit 
to he appended to each such statement, 
and to each duplicate statement and 
signed by the candidate, shall be in sub­
stance, as follows:
“I,---------------- , do solemnly swear
and swear to such statement and such 
duplicate before an officer authorized 
by law to administer oaths. The form 
of such affidavit to be appended to each 
statement and to each duplicate state­
ment and signed by the candidate shall 
be in substance as follows:
“I,----------------, do solemnly swear,
(or affirm), that the for (-going statement 
is a true and full account ol each and 
all sums of money and other things of 
value directly or indirectly contributed, 
disbursed, expended or promised by 
nie, and (to the best of my knowledge 
and belief) by any and all other persons 
with my procurement in my behalf, 
wholly or in part in endeavoring to 
secure, or in any way in connection 
with, my election to the office or place
of---------------- , or in endeavoring to
secure or defeat or in any way in con­
nection with the election of any other 
person or persons to any office to be 
voted for on the same day of election, 
or in suppoit of or opposition to any 
measure or proposition submitted to 
popular vote upon the same day of 
election; and that it is a true and full 
statement of the dates when, and the 
person or persons to whom, and the 
purposes for which, each such contri­
bution, payment, expenditure, or prom­
ise, was made, and the person or per­
sons by whom made when not made 
directly by myself.
“(Signature of candidate.)" 
Sec. 5. Any p<rson failing to comply 
with the provisions of the third section, 
or of the fourth section of this act, shall 
lie liable to a fine not exceeding one 
thousand-dollars, to be recovered, with 
costs, in an action brought in the name 
of the State by the Attorney General or 
by the Prosecuting Attorney of the 
county of the candidate’s residence, the 
amount of said fine to be fixed within 
such limit by the jury, and to he paid 
into the school fund of said county.
Sec. 6. No board, officer or officers 
authorized by law to issue commissions 
or certificates of election shall issue a 
commission or certificate of election to 
any person required by the third or 
fourth section hereof to file a statement 
or statements until such statement or 
statements shall have been so made, 
verified and filed by such person with 
such board, officer or officers. No per­
son required hv the foregoing sections 
of this act to file a statement or state­
ments shall enter upon the duties of any 
office to which he may be elected until 
he shall have filed all statements and 
duplicates provided for by the foregoing 
sections of this act, nor shall he receive 
any salary or emolument for any period 
prior to the filing of the same.
Sec. 7. At any time during the term 
of office of any occupant of an office 
created by the Constitution or laws of 
this State to be fil'ed by popular elec­
tion and hereafter filled by such elec­
tion, pursuant to the Constitution or 
laws of this State (other than the office 
of member of either House of the Gen­
eral Assembly or of the Congress of the 
United States), any elector entitled to 
vote at such election may present an 
application in writing, verified by his 
affidavit, to the Attorney General, setting 
forth one or more of the following 
charges against such public officer, to- 
wit: That such officer in seeking nom­
ination or election, or both, to such 
office, violated one or more of the pro­
visions of the foregoing sections of this 
act by expending, contributing or prom­
ising or offering an amount in excess of 
the sura allowed by this act; or that 
such officer wilfully stated an untruth in 
some one or more of the statements 
and duplicates and affidavits made And 
filed by him pursuant to this act after 
such nomination or election; or that any 
other net or acts declared unlawful or 
made punishable by any law of this 
State were committed by such officer, or 
by his agent or agents, or with his or 
their consent or connivance by some 
committee, or organization, or political 
party of which party he was the nonii 
nee, or the agent or agents of any such 
committee, organization or party, with 
intent to secure or promote his nomina 
tiou or election; and further setting forth 
that the applicant desires said Attorney 
General to bring an action to have 
such puhlic office declared vacant on 
account of such violation or violations 
of law, and such application shall lie 
accompanied by a bond in favor of the 
State of Ohio in the penal sum of one 
thousand dollars, subscribed by two 
sureties, who shall justify as freeholders 
of the State and in double the amount 
of such penalty exclusive of all their 
debts and liabilities and property ex 
empt by law from levy and sale on ex 
ecution, such bond to be conditioned 
for the payment of all the taxable costs 
for which the State, such applicant, or 
such occupant of such office may become 
liable on account of such action, 
none of such charges shall be sustained 
therein.
Sec. 8. It shall be the duty of the 
Attorney General within ten days after 
the receipt of such application and 
bond, to begin an action against 
such public officer, or to inV1tin of
(or affirm), that the foregoing statement 
is a full and true account of each and 
all sums of money and other things of 
value directly or indirectly contributed, 
disbursed, expended or promised by me, 
and (to the best of my knowledge and 
belief) by any and all other persons 
with my procurement in my behalf, 
wholly or in part in endeavoring to se­
cure, or in any way in connection with, 
my nomination to the office or place of 
or in endeavoring to se­
cure or defeat or in any way in connec 
tion with the nomination of any other 
person or persons at the caucus, conven­
tion, or primary election before which I 
was a candidate for nomination to tne 
office or place aforesaid: and that it is a 
true and full statement of the dates 
when, and the person or persons to 
whom, and the purposes for which, 
each such contribution, payment, ex­
penditure, or promise was made, and 
the person or person or persons by 
whom made when not made directly by 
myself. (Signature of candidate )” ’ 
Sec. 4. Every person who shall be a 
candidate at any election for any public 
ffice which under the Constitution c r 
law9 of this State is to be filled by pop­
ular election, or for the office of Repre­
sentative in the Congress of the United 
States, shall within ten days after the 
election held to fill such office, make 
out n statement in writing and file the 
same with the Clerk of tne County in 
which he resides and make out and* file 
duplicate thereof with the board, 
officer or officers, if any, empowered by 
law to issue the certificate of election 
to such office or place. Such statement 
shall set forth in detail each and all 
sums of money and other things of 
value contributed, disbursed, expended 
or promised by him, and (to the best of 
hie knowledge and belief) by any other 
person or persons by his procurement, 
in his benalf, wholly or in part in en­
deavoring to secure or in any way in 
connection with his election to such 
office or place, or in endeavoring to 
secure or defeat or in any way in con­
nection with the election of any other 
person or persons to any office to be 
voted for on the same day of election 
or in support of or opposition to any
struct he Prosecuting Attorney 
the county in which the public officer 
resides, to bring such action within ten 
days after such instruction, to have said 
office declared vacant, and for such 
other aud further relief as may be ap 
propriate in an action against the 
usurper of any office. Such action shall 
be deemed to be, and shall be, con 
ducted according to the rules prescribed 
by law for an action against the usurper 
of an office, and it shall be the duty of 
any Prosecuting Attorney to bring such 
action within ten days after the receipt 
of such notice from the Attorney 
General.
Sec. 9. In case such action shall not 
be brought by either the Attorney Gen 
eral or Prosecuting Attorney within the 
time limited by the eighth section of 
this act, it shall be lawful for the appli 
cant to bring such action at his own 
expense and by his attorney or attor 
neys, but in such action so brought by 
such applicant no recovery for costs and 
disbursements shall be had against the 
State; provided that in any case whether 
instituted by the Prosecuting Attorney 
or Attorney General or by the applicant 
in person, if the Court shall at any time 
pending such action find the bond given 
as aforesaid inadequate in amount to 
cover the costs accrued, or likely to 
accrue, in the cause, or shall find any 
surety or sureties thereon insufficient 
additional bond or other sureties may 
be required by the Court to be given 
withiu such time and upon such terms 
as the Court may order, and upon 
failure to comply with any such order 
of the Court such action may be dis 
missed at the costs of the applicant and 
his sureties.
Sec. 10. Such action, whether brought 
by the Attorney General, the Prosecut­
ing Attorney or the applicant, shall have 
1 the preference on the docket of any 
Court of the State in which the same 
shall be pending over all other civil 
actions whatever.
Set. 11. If it shall be determined in 
any such action that any one or more of 
the charges set forth in the petition has 
been sustained, judgment shall be ren 
dered declaring void the election of such 
defendant to such office and ousting and 
excluding him from such office and 
declaring the office vacant, and such 
vacancy shall thereupon be filled in the 
manner provided by law or by the 
Constitution of this State with relation 
to filling vacancies occurring in such 
office, and judgment shall also be ren 
dered against such defendant for the 
costs of the action, but if no one of such 
charges be sustained, judgment shall be 
rendered against such applicant and 
his sureties on the bond or bonds for the 
costs of such action.
Sec. 12. No person shall be excused 
from answering any question on trial of 
such action relating to any of the acts 
claimed to have been committed by any 
party thereto, or by any of the persons, 
committees or organizations mentioned 
or referred to in the seventh section of 
this act, on the ground that such answer 
would tend to incriminate or degrade 
the person testifying, but the testimony 
so jpven shall not be used in any prose­
cution or proceeding, civil or criminal, 
against the person so testifying, and a 
person so testifying shall uot be liable 
thereafter to indictment, prosecution or 
punishment for the offense with refer­
ence to which his testimony was so 
given and may plead or prove the giving 
of testimony accordingly iu bar of such 
indictment or prosecution.
Sec. 13. The election of any person 
to either house of the General Assembly 
of the State of Ohio may be contested by 
any elector entitled to vote at the ©It c
Bhall be conducted in the manner pro­
vided by law for contesting elections to 
membership in the General Assembly.
Sec. 14. Every two or more persons 
who shall be elected, apjxiinted, chosen 
or associated for the purpose, wholly or 
in part, of directing tlie raising, collec­
tion or disbursement of money, and 
every two or more persons who shall co­
operate in the raising, collection or 
disbursement or in controlling or direct­
ing the raising, collection or disburse­
ment of money used or to be used to 
further or defeat the nomination or 
election of any person or any class or 
number of persons to public office in 
caucus or convention or by popular 
vote, or in support of or opposition to 
any measure or proposition submitted 
to popular vote, shall be deemed a 
political committee within the meaning 
of this act.
Sec. 15. Every political committee 
shall appoint and constantly maintain a 
treasurer, who shall be a resident of this 
State, to receive, keep and disburse all 
sums of money which may be collected 
or received or disbursed by such com­
mittee, or by any of its members, for 
any of the purposes mentioned in section 
14 of this act; and, unless such treasurer 
is first appointed and thereafter main 
tained, it shall be unlawful and a viola­
tion of this act for a political committee 
or any of its members to collect, receive 
or disburse money for any such purpose. 
All money collected or received or dis­
bursed by any political committee, or 
by any member or members thereof, 
for any of the purposes mentioned in 
section 14 of this act, shall be paid over 
and made to pass through the hands of 
the treasurer of such committee, and 
shall be disbursed by him; and it shall 
be unlawful and a violation of this act 
for any political committee, or for any 
member or members of a political com­
mittee, to disburse or expend money for 
any of the objects or purposes mentioned 
in section 14 of tills act until the money 
so disbursed or expended shall have 
passed through the bands of the treas­
urer of such political committee.
Sec. 16. Every treasurer of a political 
committee and every person who shall 
at any time act as such treasurer, shall, 
whenever he receives or disburses 
money as such treasurer, or for or on 
account of any of the objects or pur­
poses mentioned in section 17 of this 
act, immediately enter and thereafter 
keep, in a proper book or books to be 
provided and preserved by him, a full, 
true and detailed statement and account 
of each and every sum of money so 
received or disbursed by him, 
setting forth in such statement each 
sum so received or disbursed, the object 
and purpose for which it was re­
ceived or disbursed, and the person from 
whom it was received or to whom it was 
disbursed, as the case may be. Every 
individual receiving or disbursing 
money aggregating more than twenty 
dollars, for or on account of any of the 
objects and purposes mentioned in sec­
tion 14 of this act, unless he receives it 
from or pays it to the treasurer of a 
political committee, shall in like manner 
keep in a book a detailed written ac­
count of his re^ipts aud disbusements.
Sec. 17. Any person or persons re­
ceiving money or other thing of value 
to disburse or expend on behalf of a 
political committee, or contracting any 
obligations on behalf of a political com­
mittee, shall keep in writing, and within 
eight days after each and every election 
in or concerning or in connection with 
which he shall have received it, or dis 
bursed or promised it or any part there­
of or contracted any such obligations, or 
sooner if called on by the treasurer of 
the committee, furnish the treasurer a 
detailed written and signed statement 
of such receipts, expenditures, promises 
and obligations, setting forth therein 
each sum so received or disbursed, as 
the case may be, and the date when and 
the person from whom received or to 
whom paid or promised, as the case 
may be, and the character of each such 
obligation and to whom incurred, anc 
the object and purpose for which each 
sum was received,disbursed or promised 
and each such obligation incurred,which 
stateiffeut shall be incorporated in and 
form a part of the statement and ac­
count which the treasurer is to keep.
Sec. 18. Every treasurer of apolitical
committee as defined in this act, and 
every other person required by section 
16 ot this act, to keep an account shall 
withinlwenty days after each and every 
election, in or concerning or in connec­
tion with which he shall have received 
or disbursed any money for any of the 
objects or purposes mentioned in section 
14 of this act, prepare and file in the 
office of the cleik of the county in 
which such treasurer or person resides, a 
full, true and detailed account and state­
ment, subscribed and sworn to by him 
before an officer authorized to admin 
ister oaths, setting forth each and every 
sum of money received or disbursed by 
him for any of the objects or purposes 
mentioned in section 14 of this act, the 
date of receipt and each disbursement, 
the name of the person from whom re­
ceived or to whom paid, and the object 
or purpose for which the* same was re­
ceived and the object or purpose for 
which disbursed. Such treasurer’s state­
ment shall also set forth the unpaid 
debts and obligations, if any, of such 
committee, with the nature and amount 
of each, and to whom owing, in detail, 
and if there are no unpaid debts or 
obligations of such committee, such 
statement shall state such fact.
Sec. 19. No claim against any candi 
date on account of any obligation in­
curred or promise made by him in 
furtherance of his nomination, or of the 
nomination or defeat of any other per­
son or persons who may be can 
didates for nomination for any office 
at the same caucus, convention or 
primary election, shall be payable or be 
paid, unless presented for payment with­
in eight days after such caucus, conven­
tion or primary election. No claim 
against any political committee, and no 
claim against any candidate on account 
of any obligation incurred or promise 
made by him in furtherance of his elec­
tion, or to further or oppose the election 
of any other person or persons voted for 
on the same day of election, or in sup­
port of or opposition to any measure or 
proposition submitted to popular vote 
on the same day of election shall be 
payable or to be paid unless presented 
lor payment within eight days after the 
election in or concerning or in connec­
tion with which it shall have been in­
curred or promised, nor Bhall any claim 
not presented within the time herein 
limited be paid, and it shall be unlawful 
to pay any claim not presented within 
the time herein limited, provided, how­
ever, that the common pleas court of 
the county within which such candidate 
or the treasurer of such committee reside 
may, on petition filed and good cause 
shown for the delay, allow claims not
Firesented until after the time herein imited to be paid; two week’s notice of 
the filing of such petition having been 
given to the person, persons or com­
mittee against whom such claim is as­
serted. and also published in two news­
papers of opposite political parties of 
general circulation published in such 
county; but should such claims not be 
shown by the statement required by this 
act to be filed by such candidate or com­
mittee, then after their allowance and 
payment such candidate or committee, 
as the case may be, shall file additional 
statements and duplicates thereof, duly 
verified, and in the eame manner as 
herein required with relation to their 
original statements.
Sec. 20. Every officer with whom 
statements or accounts or duplicates 
thereof are by this act required (o he 
filed, shall receive and file in his office, 
and there keep as part of the records 
thereof for four years after they are 
filed, All such statements, duplicates and 
accounts, and they shall at all reason­
able times be open to public inspection, 
and copies thereof certified by such 
officer under the seal (if any)’ of his 
office shall be admitted as evidence m 
all courts with like force and eflect that 
the original would have If produced. 
After four years succeeding the filing of 
such papers they shall be destroyed by 
such officer or bis successor in office.
Sec. 21. Ever}’ treasurer of a poli­
tical committee as defined in this act 
who shall wilfully fail neglect or refuse 
to make out, verify and file with- the 
County Clerk the statement required by 
section. 18 of this act snail be 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon 
conviction shall be fined not less than 
fifty nor more than five hundred dollars 
to be paid into the common school 
ftinds.
First.—Neglect or fail to keep a cor­
rect book or books of account, setting 
forth all the details required to be set 
forth in the account and statement con­
templated in sections 16, 17 and 18 of 
this act (except that the book or luniks 
need not be sul>scribed or sworn to), 
with intent to conceal the receipt or dis- 
bursementof any sum received ordisburs- ' 
ed by him or by any other person,or the I 
purpose or object for which the same , 
was received or disbursed, or to conceal 
the fact that there is any unpaid debt or 
obligation of such treasurer or commit­
tee, or the nature or amount thereof, or 
to whom owing, in detail; or —
Second.—Mutilate, deface or destroy 
any such book or books of account with 
intent to conceal any fact disclosed by 
such book or books; or—r
Third.—Having failed to file within 
twenty days after the election the state­
ment and account which he is by this 
act required to file, further fail to file the 
same within five days after he shall re­
ceive notice in writing, signed by five 
resident freeholders of the county in 
which such treasurer or person resides, 
requesting him to file such statement j 
and account, shall be guilty of a mis­
demeanor, and on conviction shall be 
imprisoned for not less than two or 
more than six months.
Sec. 23. It shall be unlawful for any 
candidate for any office which is to be 
filled by popular election under the 
Constitution or laws of this State, or for 
any member of a political committee, to 
pay, contribute, promise or offer, or to 
procure or connive at the paying, con­
tributing, promising or offering, any 
money or thing of value for the purpose 
of procuring, facilitating, or defraying 
any fees or expenses in connection with 
the naturalization of any alien or aliens, 
and any violation of this section shall be 
punishable by a fine of not less than one 
hundred nor more than five hundred 
dollars, or imprisonment for not less 
than ten nor more than thirty days, or 
both.
Sec. 24. This act shall take effect 





This is what yoa will see.
When the weather becomes 
Colder, and the frogs 
Begin to skate,
You catch cold 
Your throat gets sore,
You need
FROG II YOUR THROAT.
Northeast Cor. Public Square and High 
Street.
We have arranged with the manufac­
turers for the sale of
KERR’S SYSTEM RENOVATOR.
If you are exhausted from care, study 
or hard work. If your cheeks are pale. 
If you are thin in flesh, appetite poor, 
digestion week, liver torpid, kidneys 
diseased, sour stomach, dyspepsia, con­
stipated, or if you have any female 
weakness, we tell you candidly there is 
nothing you can take that will afford 
you so great and permanent benefit. 





1 Boots and Shoes. |
S Bring Your Friend and 
Come and See Me.
I Know I Will Sell You 
What You Want.







THE ONLY WORLD S FAIR
Sarsaparilla
Over Half a Century 
Old. Why Not 
Get the Best?
AYER’S PILLS cure Headache.
MONEY TO LOAN!
GRANT & STEVENS, - Managers.
Positively Farewell Visit
Friday Evening;, February 21.
Of timer E. Vance's Original and only Legiti­
mate Railroad Comedy Drama,
THE LIMITED MAIL





i The Greatest Sensation of the Age!
The Greatest Novelty of the Age!
The Most Wonderfnl Play of the Age!
The Phenomenal Socceee of the Age! 
Don’t confonnd this Company with
MONEY TO LOAN, on find mortgage securities, in sums not lees than $500. Titles examined and abstracts furnished. 
Fwrm land for sale. Law office, A. R. MC­





Try to Forget the Date and Then Yon’ll Re 
member It.
PRICES—25, 35, 50 and 75 Cents.
Reserved Seat Sale at Green's Drag Store.
i
any other “Mail.” Elewant Photoe 
of the Beautiful Beatrice given to 




The Event of the Season,
JA. 1ST ID
OUR GRADES ARE THE 
BEST AND OUR PRICES 
THE LOWEST in the city. 
CALL AND GET AN ES­
TIMATE ON THE LUM­
BER YOU NEED BEFORE 
YOU BUY.
OUR STOCK OF 
Lumber’ is Complete. 
WE CAN SAVE 
YOU MONEY.
THE BEST GRADES OF
HARD and SOFT COAL
ALWAYS ON HAND.
James Patterson,
TELEPHONE X0. 55, 
300-311 W. Gambier Street
Leave orders with Francis Evane,
B. A O. Express Office
MONDAY, FEB. 24.
The Eminent Yonng Actor,
Mr. John Griffith,
“The Greatest Living Mephieto.” in Henry Irv 
ing’s Spectacular Dramatic Version of 
Goethe's Sublime Poem,
“FAUST.”
Mounted with a Carload of Special Scenery 
Electrical and Calcium Effects, showing
THE ELECTRIC DRILL,
THE DESCENT INTO HADES,
THE BROCKEN PARADISE, ete
The Grandest Production ever Placed on Any 
Stage.
PRICES—Downstairs, 50, 75, $1.00.
Upstairs, 25, 35 and 50c.
Reserved seat sale opens Saturday morning at 
, Green's drug store.
Everything in the
Dry Goods line at
Ringwalt’s, cheap.






1 lot Figured Dress Goods, 
worth 25c, 17c.
1 lot All Wool Dress Goods, 
worth 50c, 25c,
1 lot Plain All Wool Dress 
Goods, worth 39c, 25c.
TABLE I^IVKVS.
We recently purchased 
$1,000 worth of Table 
Linens that we are selling 
at two-thirds value. We 
actually lose money on them 
but this is our way of ad­
vertising.
TOWELS.
Towels at 10,15,17 and 23 
cents, every one of which 
are Special Bargains.
SILKS.
A few of the SI and 
Silks left at 39c.
$1.50
(xOSSA.nEKN,
We will open a Clearance 
Sale of Rain Coats and 
Gossamers,




The People’s Dry Goods Store.
For Your Hands 
















Bargains in Hosiery. Six pair for 25c.
Corsets—Royal Worcester and “W. B.” Dress 
Form Corsets—reduced from $1.25 to 71c.
50 per cent, off on Rain Garments. 
EveJything we have must be sold.








R. C. nnniLLL A- SOS’S.
They truly are the Leaders for Ladies’, 
Gents’ and Children’s Furnishings.
Winter Goods must he sold at a Sacrifice to 
make room for
SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.
No. 11 South Main St. Mt. Vernon, 0.
HUfiGHS Of HEWS.
Interesting Event* <Jal It­
er v<l All Around,
And Briefly Presented For 
the lloMty Reader.
THE SOCIAL SWIM.
Yesterday inaugurated the lenten season 
and from that date until Easter, April 5th, 
society will cease its merry round of pleas­
ure. For the past week. Mt Vernon so­
ciety, has been, in iaiitation of Whittier's 
barefoot boy, "crowding years in one brief 
moon ” Receptions and dances galore 
have occupied that space.
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
About All City Council Ac­
complished
Lizzie Fretz Has Her Hand Maalied 
at Pearl Laundry — Dr. George 
Hodge, Former Resident, Died in 
Urbana-Mias Ra<lie Dowd’s Hand- 
Injured-General New* Notes.
!
— Selling pries—Butler, 16; eggs. 15.
— Bom. to Mr and Mrs. Frank Edga**, 
Saturday, a twelve pound son.
— Miss Ixjuise Stasts, of Amity, died 
Thursday and was butied Sunday. She was 
49 years of age.
— Miss Sadie Dowds, a compositor in the 
Republican office, badly cut her hand on a 
tile point Friday evening.
— A lodge of the Benevolent and Pro­
tective Order of Elks was organized in Ak­
ron, Sunday, with a charter list of 100.
— Joseph Beeny, a former resident Of 
this county, ditd in 8pringfield, Tuesday 
morning. His remains will be brought 
here
— Quite a number from (bis city attend­
ed the minstrel performance at Kenyon 
college, Tuesday evening,and report a good 
time
— Mrs. Christian Weaver, an aged lady, 
residing on N. Gay street, fell on the icy 
pavement, Friday, end fractured her left 
wrist.
— A full attendance of members of Degree 
Staff of Mohican Tribe, No. 69. is desired 
for uext Friday evening. Work in Adop­
tion Degree.
— The public schools of the city will 
celebrate Washington’s birthday, which oc­
curs Saturday, by appropriate exercises on 
Friday afternoon
— Lizzie Fretz, employed In the Pearl 
Laundry, had her left hand mashed in an 
ironing machine, Thursday. Amputation 
will not be necessary.
— The young eon of H. B. Adams, of 
Portland, Oregon, formerly a resident of 
this county, who fell and broke bis . leg 
some few months since, has fully recovered.
— Dr. George Hodg*, aged 43 years, well 
known in Knox county, where he formerly 
practiced medicine, died at Urbana, Friday, 
of pneumonia. He wa« a native of Licking 
county.
— Timon Ixxlge, K of P-, did not hold 
an anniversary session in honor of the found­
ing of the order, but will celebrate the an­
niversary of the institution of the lodge, 
April 19.
— Kokoaing Division No 71, U. R K P , 
elected officers Tuesday' night as follows: 
8ir Kt. Capt, Gao E Canning; Sir'Kt. 
Lieut , C. B Lauderbaugb; Sir Kt Recorder, 
E W. Tulloss; Sir Kt. Treas., C. T. Eas- 
minger.
— Wm. A Silcott, ex-Clerk of Courts, 
his just returned from a business trip 
through the Northwestern part of the State 
During the discharge of his various duties 
Mr. 3ilcott has visited every Courthouse iu 
the Stats.
— Mr. Howard Harper, the real estate 
agent, is in Mt. Gilead, for two or three 
days, assisting Mr. A. C. Gilberi, financia1 
agent of the Puget Sound University, of 
Tacoma, Wash «in the sale of some of the 
University lota.
— Some men are born lucky, some hustle 
for it, and seme have gigantic chunks 
‘‘fired" right at them Earner E Vance, 
author and manager of that phenomenal 
success, “The Limited Mail,” appears to 
have a combination of all.
— On February 20 and 21 the Baltimore 
A Ohio Railroad will sell excursion tickets 
to Mansfield, Ohio, at rate of one fare for 
the round trip account Young Men’s 
Christian Association of Ohio. Tickets 
wRI be good for return until February 24, 
lfcfl
Representative^ Workman has intro, 
dgcad two bids Owe requires^ Baardeoi 
K&ualiza(ioiato giv4 parties interested’no- 
tfoof propoferd additions to their returns 
f&Jaxation. The other seeks to levy a tax 
ofc>2 50 upon vehicles, and the money thus 
raised is to be devoted to repairs or perma­
nent improvement of roads.
Mr. A C. Gilbert, financial agent of 
the Puget Sound University, of Taooma, 
Wash., who has been in this city for the 
papt three months, in the interest of the 
above University, has opened up an office 
in Mt. Gilead, Ohio. Mr. Gilbert is a very 
pleasant gentleman and succeeded in selling 
nearly fifty of the University lots to promi­
nent people of this city.
— On the 9th of January last, Sheridan 
Clark, residing about two miles west of 
Cardington, Morrow oounty, was arrested 
charged with ravishing Mrs. Mattie Foust, 
a young married lady, living in Westfield 
township. He was bonnd over to court and 
last week was found guilty by the jury 
Saturday morning a motion for a new trial 
was overruled by the court and be was 
sentenced to the penitentiary for a term of 
1$ years-
— Here is a new gag the boys are using 
to get cigars and bther little comforts from 
the unsuspecting. The gaglst leads off in 
an innocent matter-of fact way and says: 
"Well, I see they've found the head ” Of 
course the first thing the victim asks is 
*' where?” ^nd the cruel jester gets in his 
work by calmly replying, "On a silver dol­
lar." An invitation follows, and the victim 
wanders off to look for new material on 
whioh to get even-
— Mr. Howard Harper, the real estate 
ageqt, recently sold the Mrs. Samuel E 
Burr residence property, oa East Vine 
street, to Mr. Howard Spitzer and bis sister, 
Mrs Ada Werts, who will take possession 
April 1st. The consideration being $2600. 
Mr Harper also recently sold the Walter 
Cubbage. farm of 50 acres, located in Mor­
row county, for $22"0, and the Elmer J. 
Brown residence property, located on Jef­
ferson street, this city, for $1200.
— The Directors of the Wayne County 
Agricultural Society have elected the fol­
lowing officers for 1896: President, Alvinzi 
Cunningham, Wooster; Vice President, T. 
A. Armstrong, Golden Corners; Treasurer 
W. A. Wilson, Wooster; Secretary, I. N. 
Kinney, Wooster; Superintendent of 
Grounds, M. M. Fowler, Wooster; Marshal, 
James Taggart, Wooster. The dates of the 
Fair were fixed for 8ept 1, 2, 3 and 4, being 
two weeks earlier than last year.
«— Alfred 8. Gray, of Company E, United 
States infantry, was caught Monday about 
noon -io Newark by officers Sasser and 
Stortz, of that city. He had evidently in­
tended to leave the service of his country 
as a soldier and skipped out from the bar 
racks oo Saturday last. When arrested it 
was found that he had traded off his mili­
tary trousers for a pair of ordinary citizen's 
trousers, and had removed from the rest of 
his clothing alt ■the military insigna he 
possibly could, hoping to escape detection. 
He was brought beck to the barracks Tues- 
day morning by the New.ark officers.
— Senator Howard has introduced a bill 
in the Senate fixing the season for game tn 
Ohio, as follows: Quail, November 1 to 
December 15; squirrel, June 1 to June 30 
and September 1 to December 15; wood­
cock, July 16 to December 15; doves and 
meadow larks, August 1 to December 15; 
grouse, pheasants, prairte chickens, rails, 
jacksnipe, plover and wild duck, September 
1 to December 15; rabbit, November 1 to 
Deoember 15. This applies to shooting on 
lakes and reservoirs in the State. It is 
further provided that there shall be do 
hunting of any kind on Saturday, Sunday 
and Monday of each week.
— The vicinity of Welcome, Holmes 
county, is worked up over the finding of the 
skeleton of a grown person in an old 
abandoned coal mine on the farm of Steven 
Williams. Messrs. Jordan and Allison had 
leased the mine and were exploring in the 
mine which had been abandoned for' 20 
years, and found the remains. The cloth 
ing was comparatively well preserved and 
$3 00 in silver was found- A citizen of the 
coganxinity named Diok Powell about 60 
years old,.suddenly disappeared iu, 1883 or 
1884, and no trace of him was ever found. 
Tlw matter will be investigated. It is 
believed that the temains are those of Mr. 
Powell-
Mr. George Peters, of Columbus, is visit­
ing at Round Hill-
Mr. Fred Cols arrived in this city from 
England, Mqtiday evening.
Mrs. George A- Cheyuey and daughter, 
Mary, are guests of Howard friends-
Miss Lei.a B Williams, of Green Valley, 
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. E- C. Penn.
Mrs. John S. Braddock is the guest of her 
sister, Mrs Wyncoop, of Columbus.
Mrs. W J. Morton is ill at the residence 
of Mrs. J. H. Milless, E Gambier street.
Mr. George Dunham, of Cleveland, is the 
guest of Mr. Will Clarke, >• Main street
Mrs W. H. Mitchell, of Lock, is the 
guest of her daughter. Mrs. C. C. Jackson.
The Dougherty Club teudered a reception 
to the St. Aloystus Cadets,Monday evening.
Mr. F. L. Fairchild and daughter, Miss 
Atny, have departed for a visit in Eastern 
cities. 4. •
Mr. H. H Reid, of Toledo, visited Mr. 
and Mrs R P. Hall, a few days the past 
week.
Miss Alice Stamm, of Biink Haven, is 
visiting Mrs- Samuel Green, N. Norton 
street.
Mrs. E V- Livers, of Columbus, is the 
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs-James 
Britt
Mrs. Henry Weirick ai d son, of Canton 
are guests of Mrs. John Armstrong, N. Nor­
ton street.
Miss Anna McKale entertained a few of 
her frieuds with a taffy pull, Thursday 
evening.
Mr. Theodore Ringwalt has returned 
from Battle Creek, Mich., greatly improved 
in health.
Mrs D D. Richards and nephew. Will 
Richards, of Newark, are visiting Mrs. E. 
M. Wynkoop.
Mrs Robert Humphreys, of Mansfield, is 
the guest of the Misses McCormick, N. Mul­
berry street.
Miss Dora Parkinson has returned to her 
home in Marion after a pleasant visit with 
Miss Bertha Blocher- t
Mr. R. I Arnold entertained the Knights 
of Temperance at his home on N. Main 
street, Monday evening
. Auditor J. M. Bloch-r, who has been 
seriously ill with pneumonia the past week, 
is considerably improved.
Mr. D. B. Kirk is on an extended busi­
ness trip through Illinois, io the interests 
of the C. A G. Cooper Co. .
Miss Rose 8mith has returned to her 
home in Newark alter a pleasant visit 
with friends in this city.
Mrs- Russell Belden, after a pleasant 
visit with Mrs. C- A. Bope, returned to 
her home in Findlay, Friday.
Miss Marie Stroupe, of Ashland, who has 
been the guest of Miss liger, N- Main street, 
returned to her home, Thursday.
Mrs. Lizzie Rowe entertained her Sunday 
School class, to the number of thirty-five, 
at her residence, Friday evening.
Miss McGrew was the hoateas of a leap 
year taffy pull in her apartmeuts in the 
Larimore Flats, Thursday evening.
Mr J. B. Beardslee left for New York, 
Saturday, to reeume his positiou ss travel­
ing talesman for Tafft, Weller A Co.
Miss Agnes B. King has returned to her 
home io Columbus, after a delightful visit 
with her sister. Miss Katharine Monahan.
Mrs- J D. Grant, of Newark, mother of 
E. J. Grant, electrician tor ihe Mt. Vernon 
Telephone Co , left for Denver, Col., Tues­
day evening.
Mies Helen Howell handsomely enter­
tained a number of her friends at her home 
on Gambier avenue, Friday evening with a 
progtesaive heart party.
The Married People's Whist Club held 
another one of their successful meetings 
Monday evening, at the home of Mrs. Ella 
Baldwin, on N Gay street.
A pleasant surprise was tendered Mrs.'A. 
B. Moore at her home on W. Vine street, 
Friday evening. The evening was passed 
in games and various atnusametits- Deli­
cious refreshments were served.
8enator G B. Hamilton and daughter 
Marion, of Richwood, Union county, were 
called here last week by the death of Mr. 
Geo. Turner. They were the guests of the 
Senator's brother. Rev J. H. Hamilton.
The members of the Dougherty Club were 
tendered a most pleasing leap year recep­
tion. by their lady frier da in the Club's 
handsome quarters on South Main street. 
Af er the reception they were banquetted at 
Smith’s.
Tuesday evening at 5 o’clock Mrs F. D- 
Stnrges, of East Gambier street, gave a tea, 
at which phe entertained some fifty guests 
in Her characteristic hospitable and charm 
ing manner. She was assisted by her 
daughters, Mrs Millard and Mrs. Cooper,
A truly delightful progressive euchre 
party was given on Friday evening by Mr. 
and Mrs. A. M. Stadler at their spacious 
Iwme on North Main street. About fifty 
guests were present and at a late hour the 
gtme was called and a most delectable 
luncheon was served, after which Mr. Rees- 
ler favored the company with a number of 
vocal selections and Miss Porter played an 
instrumental selection in her usual pleasing 
style The fortunate winners of the prizes 
were Mrs J. M. Armstrong and Mr. Chas. 
Herbert Grant.
Monday was Ohio day at the Monday 
Club end the program was necessarily a 
very interesting one Mrs John E- Russel 
read the principal paper of the day, which 
showed considerable knowledge of the 
"Natural Scenery of Ohio—Geology—Evi­
dences of Its Glacier Period." Miss Cooper 
read an instrnctive, as well as entertaining, 
paper on "Archaelogy—Mounds and Circles 
Tbe^Mound Builders." ’ Principal Citiee— 
Resources and Wealth of Ohio—Rank 
Among the States in the Union,” was the 
subject of Miss Bogardus’ well written 
paper. The conversation was upon "Ohio's 
Educational Advantages, EminentOhioans."
Gay laughter, the dreamy strains of the 
waltz and the stirring two step, and a 
general appearance of enjoyment prevailed 
at the Curtis House on St. Valentine's even­
ing. The occasion being a Leap Year-hop 
given by a number of young ladies of this 
city to their gentlemen frieads- The cos­
tumes of the ladies were unusually hand­
some and attractive and they certainly 
enjoyed the privilege accorded them during 
the bisextile period and filled their pro­
grams, (which were dainty souvenirs in the 
shape of hearts, with the ever popular cupid 
painted on the ^over.) with great nonchal­
ance. The men looked “perfectly lovely" 
in the "conventional black" and wore but 
tonhole boquets of choice roses- They all 
adapted themselves readily to their new 
position and behaved id a very creditable 
and "lady-like” manner. The music was 
furnished by the New York Trio of Colum­
bus Refreshing frsppe was indulged in 
throughout the evening and tempting re­
freshments were served st intermission- 
The evening's entertainment was very 
delightfully terminated with a’ Leap-Year 
german and in the reversed order of things 
some of the figures proved to be very 
funny.
Those present were Mrs. Wm. M. Harper 
and Mrs. C. T Ensminger.patronesses. The 
Misses Israel. Myers. Putt, Parker, Ens- 
minger. Graff. Rosenthall. Koons, Miller, 
Neal, Bunn, 3 evens. Ash, liger. Ewalt, and 
Jones Messrs. Amstrong, Forbing, Cassil, 
Falk. McCormick, Thompson, Jones.Sipher, 
Curtis, SteveDB, Zubbard. Israel, Styers 
Wilson, Harper. Milless, Cavil, 8tev*et.s, 
Fink, McIntire, Ensminger, Patter on.
At Its Monday Night 
Ncsgion.
Lengthy Statement Submitted By Fi­
nance Committee — Coal Dealers 
Make Known Their Grievance— 
Number of Bills Presented and Re­
ferred Back, Etc.
Not much of importance came up for dis­
cussion at the regular session of the City 
Council, Monday evening, the time nios-ly 
being consumed in arranging and passing 
au extended pay ordinance-
The Street Commis-ioner submitted a 
written report, which somewhat aroused 
the iie of the gentleman from the Second 
ward.
Pres Bogardus took occasion to air him­
self on tlia actions of the Supply Commit­
tee, whom be charged with not acting in 
accordance wih a resolution which provides 
that purchasing shall be made equally from 
all the merchants of the ci’y. His main 
contention being that they had not so 
acted in purchasing the city's coal. This 
precipitated a little argument between Ap­
pleton and the President.
When it came time to add bills to the 
pay ordinance upon a vote of the whole 
Council, another nest of unplessantness 
was stirred np. The bills of E Miller 
against the city for merchandise were ex­
plained as coming about by Miller advanc 
ing groceries, etc. on orders against the city, 
which orders he afterward lost, and then 
presented the bill instead.
During the evening’s discussion it was 
developed that after the city pays out all 
her funds accruing from the December 
taxes, it will still have an indebtedness of 
about $1,900.
THE PROCEEDINGS
All members of Council were present 
except Larimore. After reading and adopt­
ing the minutes of the preceding meeting, 
which were quite lengthy, the President 
called for reports from city officers.
sTbeet commissioner's report.
The Clerk read the following commmuni- 
cation from the Street Commissioner:
Feb. 17. 1896.
To the Honorable City Coancil, Mt. Vernon:
Gentlemen —I beg leave to report that 
the sewer at the intersection of Mulberry 
and Front streets in ihe Second ward needs 
some attention. One of the connections 
from Front street is obstructed so the water 
cannot get into the main sewer. The wa­
ter has been on the sidewalk within a few 
days on account of it; also the dirt that 
setiks above and below the main sewer and 
Stops the water from passing through the 
sewer freely, and as the Councilmen from 
the Second ward have forbidden me doing 
anything in that ward, I would like Coun­
cil to take action in regard to it. I would 
like to have leave to remove obstructions 
from the sewers and also to clean the cross­
ings occasionally, especially those in the 
vicinity of the church in that ward.
Respectfully Submitted,
Signed, J. M. Worley.
Meyers arose and explained that he bad 
carefully considered the matter and that 
owing to the exhausted finances, concluded 
that it would be impossible to allow the 
work done, and bad so informed the Street 
Commissioner. Upon motion of Cole, the 
report was referred to the Rewer Committee.I . •• »
FIRE COMMITTEE.
McFeely, for the Fire Committee, arose 
and stated that be had been handed a bid 
by C. E Quedore, relative to repairing the 
third ward engine bouse. It provided that 
the bidder would remove the tin work and 
belfry, repair the same, place a trap door 
beneath the bell and cover with painted tin 
and repair the roof, for $36 50. McFeely 
moved its acceptance, the vote standing 
seven ayes and three nays, Appleton, 
Rogers and Ransom voting against it.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
Ransom arpye and read several' bills 
which had been presented to the Finance 
Committee One la favor of Sanderson A 
Son for $50 55. for rent of room for h Jding 
elections iu first ward during 1895, caused 
some discussion. It was brought out that 
the city has a contract with Sanderson A 
Son to furnish room at $35 per year, the 
remaining $15 50 being for light, fuel and 
incidental excuses. The $35 portion of 
the bill was finally added to the pay ordi­
nance and the remainder referred back to 
the trustees of the first ward-
The bill of E. Miller, calling for several 
smalt amounts in merchandise, was pre­
sented after having been 0. K.’d by Coe- 
That gentleman stated that during the 
spring of *94, when the city had given its 
unemployed work in extending and gravel­
ing W. Gambier street, orders were given 
the men for the work thus performed. Mr. 
Miller had advanced the men groceries, and 
had afterwards lost Ihe orders. The bill 
was referred back to the trustees of the sec­
ond ward.




To the Honorable City Council of Mt. Ver­
non:—
Gentlemen—The Finance Committee 
begs leave to submit the following state­
ment and recommendations:
There are now 33 thousand dollars of 
water works bonds. Three thousand of 
these will be lifted tomorrow, leaving thirty 
thousand unpaid. With the present levy 
of 2$ mills, the remainder of these bonds 
can be taken up in — years. We deem it 
unnecessary and inexpedient to make any 
changes in the present arrangement for the 
payment uf these bonds.
AMUSEMENTS.
Damon A pythias.
Local talent, selected from the Knights 
of Pythias of this city, assisted by Mr. and 
Mrs. Fied C. Hoey, did themselves proud 
in their rendition of Damon and Pythias, 
in Woodward Opera House Wednesday and 
Thursday eveuings It is conceded by all 
who witnessed it to have been among the 
best home talent productions ever presented 
to a Mt. Vernon public. Mr. and Mrs 
Hoey did well, as was natarally expected 
they should. Miss Cora Fowler beautifully 
portrayed the part of Calanthe. Chas. 
Mitchell as Dionysius, was indeed a tyrrani 
cal tyrant. Philistine, theSenate President, 
by Wm. F. Thompson; Pythias, by George 
B. Woolison; Damocles, by Col. L G 
Hunt; Procles, by L 8- Mattick; Lucullus. 
by Clyde Weaver and the dignified Sena­
tor*, C. F. Ensminger and Wm. Baker, 
were all well given. Both performances 
were greeted by small houses-
THE LTMtTED MAIL.
* The Limited Mail," Elmer E. Vance's 
realistic railroad comedy drama, which 
conies to the Woodward, Friday eveuiug 
Feb. 21, is a well conceived melodrama 
with a remarkable series of exciting and 
decidedly thrilling situations.
It deals with railroads and railroad peo 
pie It contains telegraphers tramps, tec 
lion men and train wreckers There are 
clicking telegraph instruments, realistic 
engines, paletial Pullman’s and railway 
postal cars. There are tracks, hand-cars’ 
switches and tunnels, and the railroad is 
utilized on the stage as it has never been 
before, for the author was a telegraph 
operator and train dispatcher at Columbus, 
Ohio, for years, and his leisure time was 
not devoted to loafing or dissipation, nor tn 
empty observations about the depo'; bnt he 
saw the ‘ limited mails" come and go daily 
and nightly, and lie has given them their 
orders. The successful production of hie 
conception is the result of years of study, 
and he deserves th« success lie is every­
where meeting; and those who witness the 
performance here should rememoer that it 
represents the work of many nights for 
many years.
FAUST
Mr. John Griffith presents his spectacular 
edition of "Faust” at the Woodward. Mon­
day evening. Feb. 24. This production 
differs from others, in that its attractiveness 
is enhanced materially by the introduction 
of scenic and mechanical effects, some of 
which are said to be gems of ingenious 
stage setting, calciums and electricity being 
called upon to aid in the arrangemeut of 
the artistic scenes. Mr. Griffith is an actor 
of experience, who has made the character 
of “Mephisto” a protracted study, imbuing 
it with most intense subtlety; always, even 
jn the most tragic passages, showing the 
most satanic shrewdness. In the scene 
with "Dr. Faustus" he is appropriately 
fawning and brow beating, as occasion de­
mands His flirtation with "Dame Mitrtha" 
develops litbesomeness that repels, hut will 
amuse A distinct leader and thoroughly 
acquainted with stage technique, bis imper­
sonation is said to be perfect in an artistic 
sense. The supporting company is capable, 
many well known artists being in the cast.
MURDER FIRST DEGREE.
Indictment Found Against 
Bricker.
Brought in and Placed 
in Jail.
Fourteen Indictments Returned by 
tl.e Grand Jury—The Snow aud Con­
ner Boys Indicted For Burglary- 
Henry Vaxter Gets a Larceny Prize 
— Irvine and Kinney Indicted.
The Grand Jury finished its deliberations 
and reported Tuesday forenoon. They ex­
amined over 100 witnesses and returned 14 
indictments, twelve of which are given be 
low The most important finding was the 
indictment of Dongles Bricker for murder 
in the first degree. It has been qniet talk 
about the street that the Grand Jury were 
devotii g most of their deliberations to this 
case, but no one expected an indictment for 
murder in the first degree. Below is given 
the indictments so far given oat:
Douglas Bricker, for killing Wm. Hart- 
sock on December 18, murder in first degree.
Joseph Cline, for keeping a place for the 
unlawful sale of cider in Union township 
on Dec. 20 1895.
Jacob Kinney, (3 counts) shooting with 
intent to kill, wound and maim Jesse A. 
McGugin on Dec. 28, 1895.
Georg* Irvine, (3 counts) shooting with 
intent to kill, wound and maim Jesse A* 
McGugin on Dec. 28, 1895.
George Irvine and Jacob Kinney, burglary 
and larceny at the house of Jesse A. Mc­
Gugin on Dec 28, 1895.
Elias Grubaugh, burglary, for breaking 
into Christy Strong's store at Batemantown.
Lyman Chapin, breaking and entering 
and stealing in the night season, on June 
27,1895. property to the value of $6 75 from 
Scott’s store in Gambier.
John T Barrett, selling liquor on election 
day to Florence 8nllivan on Nov. 6, 1895-
Fred Humbert, disturbing a meeting on 
Nov 10, 1895, in Howard township.
Henry Vector, larceny, iu stealing wear­
ing apparel, e'e , the property of Charlea T. 
Ensminger, valued at $42 50, on Dec. 12> 
1895.
Lewis Snow and James Cosner, joint in­
dictment for burglary and larceny for 
breaking into the store of William Allan) 
in the night season, Dec. 25, 1895, and 
stealing mcrey, etc., to the value of $14.65.
Fred Hayn ee, assault and battery upon 
the person of Pbemia Haynies on Dec. 21, 
1895.
CLASSIC CHIMES
From the Quaint Old College Town of 
Gambier.
Newsy Notes of the Doings About 




Notes and interest in bank........ ....$2,030 85
Officers' salaries to Ian. 1, I8y6.. .... 712 50
Bills in hand............... .............. .... 1,166 88
Total..................................... ...43,910 23
Cr.
Cash on hand............................. ... $1,713 95
950 00
Total.................................... ....$2,663 95
We recommend that orders be issued to
night for
Notes and interest..................... ...$1,330 85
Salaries....................................... .... 712 50
Sundry bills.................. ............. .... 593 93
Total..................................... ....$2 637 28
This leaves unpaid
One note due March 16, 1896.... ....$ 700 00 ’
Bills unpaid................ . ............. .... 592 95
KENYON COLLEGE.
Professor and Mrs. Ingham gave a very 
delightful reception Saturday evening, Feb. 
8, to the members of the senior class of the 
collegiate department and to the senior 
class of Harcourt Place Seminary. The 
two specially pleasAnt features of the even­
ing were a violin solo by Miss Jennie Cur­
tis and a song by Miss Gail Bates. Among 
those present not in a senior class were 
Miss Dewey, Miss Gilmore and Miss Vallet 
.■ Prufetsor Poirto went Monday t> Alli­
ance to lead a paper before the central 
convocation. He was accompanied by 
Professor Streibert, of Boxley Theological 
Seminary, who also read a paper before the 
convocation on "The Date and Authorship 
of P»aliu 110."
Professor Charles L- Fischer want hi 
Zinesville Friday, where he deliv­
ered the sermon in St. James Church.
The arrangements for refitting Rosse Hall 
are being rapidly completed. Professor 
Ingham was in Columbus Tuesday and 
made final arrangements for the skilled me­
chanic.
George A Straw, '98. went to Colnmbus 
as a delegate of the Athletic Association, 
Saturday, to meet the representatives 
of several other colleges to form an Inter* 
collegiate Athletic Association. They drew 
np a constitution, which will be submitted 
to the respective colleges- Upon its ratifica­
tion by the colleges, another meeting will 
be held to organize a permanent association.
A new march entitled the "Kenyon” 
march, has been composed by Mr. C. B. 
Clark, of New York, a brother of W. B 
Clark, '98, which was the most popular two 
step at the junior "prom."
The junior promenade, in honor of the 
class of'96, was given iu Philo hall Mon­
day evening. The hall was beautifully 
decorated with the class and college colors. 
The Solid Four orchestra, of Newark, fur­
nished the music. Society people were 
present from Mt. Vernon, Col tmhus and 
Cleveland.
The Dramatic and Mandolin Club, after 
ten weeks of diligent preparation, gave 
their long looked for minstrel performance 
in Ascension ball, Tuesday evening. The 
program included all the latest songs and 
jokes and was concluded with a spectacular 
representation of "The Charleston Blues."
SUSPENDED PUBLICATION.
The Evening Mirror Collapses After
a Short and Troublous Career.
The Evening Mirror, which enteied the 
field last fall as a Republican daily, 
closed its doors last Thursday, and suspend­
ed publication. The end has been antici­
pated for some time by those familiar with 
the field and occasioned no great surprise- 
The failure was due to lack of patronage, 
the opinion of its financial backers being 
such that they felt it impossible to place the 
establishment on a paying basis Claims, 
aggregating near $1,500, remain unpaid, the 
heaviest holders being the Marder LuseCo., 
of Cleveland, and several prominent Re­
publican politicians of the city. The claims 
for labor against the plant aggregate several 
hundred dollars.
In a circular, issued Saturday evening, 
the announcement is made that publication 
will be resumed under new management 
within the next few days.
Charley Ayers, late city editor of the 
Mirror, departed for his home in Celina, 
Saturday. Mr. Ayers was an agreeable 
gentleman and made many friends while in 
the city.
IN FAR OFF AFRICA
Daughter of <J. H. McElroy Weds 
Wm. B. Rail.
Word lias been received by Judge C. H 
McElroy, of Delaware, formerly Common 
Pleas Judge of ririe district, that his eldest 
daughter, Miss Lillian E, was married 
Thursday to Mr. William B. Ball at Cape 
Town, South Afriea. Miss McElroy speut 
several years in California and there met 
Mr. Hall, who is connected with the min 
ing business, and they were engaged. She 
returned to her home iu Delaware and M1*. 
Hall was called back to Johannesburg, 
South Africa, where he is general manager 
of the Rand Central Ore Reduction Coro- 
piny. It was impossible for him to leave 
his duties during the troubled condition of 
affairs in Johannesburg to make the long 
trip to this country, so Miss McElroy, 
nearly ammth ago,* started on her long 
journey unaccompanied. W’edneaday she 
arrived at Cape Town and was met by her 
lover. Thursday morning the nuptial knot 
was tied aud one of Deloware's fairest 
daughters will light a far Southern home.
SERIOUS ACCIDENT
BcfallR Bert Gardner While on Hia 
Way Home From Thia City.
Horae Frightened Near Mt. Liberty, 
Threw Him Out and Frac­
tured His Skull.
Bert Gardner, a youog man about 22 
years of age, residing two miles north of 
Mt. Liberty, met with a serious accident 
Monday evening. He had bean a visitor to 
this city and started for his home early in 
the evening. When he had reached M t. 
Liberty and turned on to the Sparta 
road, his hone became frightened and ran 
away. Mr. Gardner was thrown out and 
sustained a fracture of the skull, reaching 
from ear to.ear, directly over the top of his 
head. Dr. Larimore, of this city, was called 
and attended the unfortunate young man's 
injuries. Hia chances for recovery are 
11 ght.
Total ........................................ $1,292 95
To provide for this deficiency, we recom
mend that i mill be added to the General 
fund in May. that the full amount of this 
extra half mill for the year be borrowed in 
anticipation, and the proceeds used to 
pav it.
it is confidently believed by your com­
mittee that if this recemmendatiou is car 
ried out, the present levy will meet all cur­
rent bills and promptly, and that this fund 
will be free from debt by Aug 20th, 1897-
POLICE FUNDS.
Dr.
Notes and interest.......................... $1,135 00
Cr.
To balance on hand...................... $1,376 00
We recommend the payment of $600 now 
and carry the note of $535 to August, em­
ploy three policemen next year, and make 
the levy j mill.
The other funds of the city are in good 
condition with cash balances on hand ex­
cept the Light. Sanitary and Second ward, 
and the overdraft in these will care for 
themselves and be corrected in the next 
few months. The retrenchment and econ­
omy, which has been practiced by this 
Council, if continued by succeeding Coun­
cil, will see all (he funds in good shape and 
from the present on, theie will be no neces­
sity for discounting city bills or haviDg to 
wait longer than usual time for payment.
| J. H. Ransom.
Finance Com. - F. C. Larimore,
( A. Stephens.
miscellaneous.
Bogardus stated that complaints had 
been made to him concerning the action of 
the Supply committee in purchasing coal. 
Certain dealers felt that they had not been 
treated fairly in the matter.
The City Solicitor stated that after a con. 
ference with the Chairman of the Finance 
committee, it bad been learned that the 
County Commissioners were willing to 
allow the city its share of the Bridge Fund- 
Tile Commiaaicners had held a meeting 
during the day, bnt owing to the absence 
of Mr. Rice, nothing was attempted. He 
atked for further time, which wasgramed.
After passing the pay ordinance Council 
adjourned for three weeks-
HARCOURT PLACE SEMINARY. '
A Monday Club has been organized by 
Mrs Hills, the Principal, consisting of the 
senior and junior classes, who, under her 
direction, meet for an hour every Monday 
morning for training in reading and extem­
poraneous speaking. Subjects of present 
interest are discussed, the first one being 
the "Armenian Question.” The result of 
the training will be most valuable, provid­
ing, as it does, for the proper use of the 
voice, correct pronunciation and enuncia­
tion, confidence and composure in speaking, 
greater intelligence in regard to important 
matters of present Interest and the general 
improvement of conversational powers.
Mies Evelyne Hilliard, of Buffalo, the 
well-known reader and reciter, gave a de 
ligbtful entertainment at Harcourt Place 
on the 5th inst. 8he is the daughter of an 
old pupil of Kenyon Military Academy, 
who entered the school in 1843 aad remain 
ed there three years She is said by Frank­
lin H. Sargent, President of the American 
Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York, to 
be the liest reader and the best reciter of 
monologues in this country.
Two charming receptions were given 
recently by Mrs. Hills, one in the afternoon 
iq her rooms in Monsarrat Hall, and the 
other in the evening in the parlors of Lewis 
Hall. Besides the enjoyment afforded by. 
these occasions, they are utilized for the 
social training and improvement of the 
pupils of the school*
By invitation, about 20 of the teachers 
and pupils attended the monthly meeting 
of the Bedell Missionary Society in Bex­
ley Hall last week, to hear an admirable 
and timely paper by Professor W. F. Peirce 
on the “History of the Armenian Church.”
Richard Barrett Resigns.
Mr. Richard Barrett, purchasing agent of 
the Cleveland, Akron A Columbus, has 
resigned his position, taking effect Satur­
day Mr. Barrett, although a young man, 
is by no means a novice in the railroad 
business. He is a son of that veteran rail­
roader, Mr. J. H. Barrett, until recently 
Superintendent of the C., A. A C., and 
started in railroad work before he had fair­
ly forsaken knickerbockers for long trous- 
eis. On the Erie be worked in the freight 
department, in the maintenance of way 
department and in the car accountant's of 
fice. He went from there to the B , R A 
P. aud worked as chief clerk at Bradford 
and Buffalo until November, 1894, when he 
went to the C., A. C., office at Cleveland to 
be purchasing agent.
It is not likely that Mr. Barrett’s position 
will be filled in Cleveland. Gradually the 
affairs of the road are being transferred to 
Indianapolis, and it it probable that the 
purchasing will hereafter be done at that 
point.
Mr. Barrett is a member of the Railway 
Men's Club, and has many friends-
Death of A. A. Graham 
A. A Graham, well-known in this city
and county as the author of a history of 
Knox county, died in Few Mexico, last 
week. The remains arrived in Columbus, 
Sunday, accompanied by Mrs. Graham and 
her son and daughter. They left Albuquer­
que, N. M., last Wednesday, reaching Col­
umbus at noon Sunday. The remsius were 
taken to an undertaking establishment 
where they were kept until the funeral at 
Plymouth Congregational churoh Tuesday 
afternoon. The services of the church were 
conducted by Dr. W. E. Moore, Rev. Alex­
ander Milue and Rev. Mr. French. The 
funeral took place on the date originally set 
for the meeting of the State Archaelogical 
and Historical society, of which the deceas­
ed was formerly secretary, and on that ac­




Aged 5o years, an old and respected citizen 
of this city, died Thursday st his home on 
Cemetery aveoue. Death resulted from 
dropsy, from which he has long been a 
sufferer. Mr. Ashton was born in England 
and migrated to this country while quite 
yoLug. He is survived by a wife and three 
children. The funeral services occurred at 
the family residence Sunday afternoon, 
Rev. Geo. W. Smythe officiating. Inter­
ment was made in Monnd View cemetery, 
under the auspices of the G. A. R.
JAMES TIVENAN,
Aged 41 years, died very suddenly Friday 
morning about two o'clock, o( ceroliasis of 
the liver. Mr. Tivenan was a prominent 
Irish citizen, boro in Ireland in 1855 and 
removed to this city, where he has since 
resided. He was married to Miss Catherine 
O'Rourke, May 20, 1884. who preceded him 
to the grave several months ago. The 
funeral occurred at St. Vincent De Paul's 
church Monday, and Interment was made 
in Calvary cemetery.
NEW B. A O. PASSENGER AGENT.
John M. Cheebrough Said to Be 
Slated ForThle Position.
It is stated that John M. Chesbrongh, 
General Passenger Agent of the Baltimore 
and Ohio Sonth western railroad, under the 
reorganization of the Baltimore and Ohio 
system, is to become General Passenger 
Agent of the Baltimore and Ohio lines west 
of the Ohio river. Mr. Cheebrough is to 
have entire charge of the territory named, 
reporting to Charles O. Scull, who is to 
become Passenger Traffic Manager, in 
charge of the system. Who will be ap 
pointed General Passenger Agent of the 
present Pittsburg and Parkersburg has not 
yet been decided. The Baltimore and Ohio 
Southwestern road will retain its present 
name, and the lines from Wheeling and 
Pittsburg to Chicago will be known as the 
Baltimore and Ohio Northwestern.
L. 8. Allen, Assistant General Passenger 
Agent of the road at Chicago, C. W. Bas­
sett, Assistant General Passenger Agent of 
the Pittsburg and Western, and Assistant 
General Passenger Agent O. B. Warfel, of 
the Baltimore A Ohio Southwestern at S’. 
Louis, will retain their present positions, 
reporting direct to General Passenger Agent 
Chesbrough, who, it is said, will have his 
headquarters in Cincinnati.
DECEMBER DISTRIBUTION.
Auditor Blocher Completes His Ap­
portionment of Funds.
Below is Given the Amounts Dnethe 
Several Townships and
Corporations.
The distribution of the December, taxes 
has been made by Auditor Blocher, and 
may be had by township treasurers upon de­
mand for same. The table given below 
shows the amounts belonging to the vari­
ous townships and corporations:
JackBon township—Road $39 49, town­
ship $269 57—total $309 06.
Butler township—Road $51 63, township 
$146 81. special $151 98-total $350 42.
Union township—Road $168 40, town­
ship $171 60—total $340 00.
Jefferson tewnebip—Road $297 33, town­
ship $273 42, special (1894) $2974—total
$600 49.
Brown township—Road $2897, township 
$95 37, special $188 96-total $313 30.
Howard township—Road $66 48, town­
ship $260 76—total $327 24.
Harrison township—Road $17 68, town­
ship $136 02—total $153 70
Clay township —Road $29 17, township 
$170 48. special $111 77-total $311 42.
Morgan township—Road $46 07. town" 
ship $240 38,spscial (189419 23-total $295 68.
Pleasant township—Road $86 58. town­
ship $116 59, special $102 02 —total $305 19.
College township—Road $37 24, town­
ship $163 93-total $201 17.
Monroe township—Road $57 22, town* 
ship$395 53—total $452 75.
Pike township—Road $130 24, township 
$298 49, special (1894) $19 09-total $447 82.
Berlin township—Road $14 81, township 
$98 56. special $366 28-total $479 65.
Morris township —Road $128 71, town 
ship $115 74, special $257 23-total $501 68
Clinton township—Road $159 54, town­
ship $39964, special $303 20-total $862 38.
Miller township—Road $6 75, township 
278 62, special (1894) $3 24-total $288 61.
Milford township—Road $43 85, town­
ship $210 82, special 103 49—total $358 16.
Liberty township—Road $173 13, town­
ship $448 72, special (1894) $22 12-total 
$643 97.
Wayne township-Road $65 60, township 
436 09 - total $501 69.
Middlebury township—Road $27 45, town­
ship $417 90—total $445 35.
Hilliar township—Road $195 78, town 
ship $529 06. special $597 27-total $1,322 11.
Fredericktown—Road $40 19, corporation 
$605 56-total $645 75.
Buckeye city—Road $35 86, corporation 
$108 15-total$144 01.
Danville—Road $16 38, corporation 
$208 95—total $225 33.
Gann —Road $26 01, corporation $252 85— 
total $278 86
Centerburg—Road $70 19, corporation 
$289 38—total $359 57.
Martinsburg—Road $12 72, corporation 
$86 11—total $98 83.
Gambier—Road $27 04, corporation $272 33 
—total $299 37.
Mt. Vernon—Road and street $1,560.60. 
corporation $11,175.74; Dow tax $1,512 58; 
sewer and paring $3407.61, special $4,763.19 
-total $21.594.10.
PETIT JURY SWORN IN.
Met an<l Took Oalli Mon­
day.
Neveral Nen*ational Ctomm 
Petitions Filed.
Elizabeth C. Hess Brings Suit for Di­
vorce and Makes Some Ugly Charges 
Against Her Hubby—Will of Wm. 
Dunlap Filed-Deeds Recorded— 
Common Pleas Court Journal.
PETIT JURY.
The Petit Jury appeared in Court Mon­
day and was sworn in. Thus far they have 
had but little business before them. The ven­
ire is as follows . Elias Ogg, Liberty; John 
Batemnn, jr.. College; William Butler. Un­
ion; Ed- Wright, First ward; Joseph Horn. 
Clay; John Cain, Brown; Daniel Keller, 
Pike; Legrand Britton, Howard; Robert 
Dalrymple, Wayne; Peter Parker, sr.. Col­
lege; Henry Hibbits, Union; L. W. Speci­
men, Liberty; John Nichols, Third ward; 
P. D. Kasson, Hilliar. Wellington Winter- 
mute, Milford.
WILL or WM. DUNLAP.
The will of Wm Dunlap was tiled for
probate Saturday. He bequeaths to his 
son, Wm. Dunlap, the 75 acre farm in 
Burlington township. Licking county, on 
conditions as follows: He to pay $3,000 
therefor, by paying all claims against the 
land, erecting a suitable monument and 
paying liis daughter, Rebecca Gordon, $150 
within 60 days after his death. One half of 
remainder is to be paid to Caroline Dripp, 
and the other half to Wm. Dunlap. His eon, 
Wm. Dunlap, is named as executor. The 
will was executed on April 13th, 1895, in 
the presence of W. C. Cooper and B. Cole­
man.
TREASURY EXAMINERS.
Noah W. Allen and John A. Wright have
been appointed by Judge Critchfield, to 
count the money in the treasury. They 
began their work Monday.
DIVORCE AND INJUNCTION.
As a result of the filingof the cross peti 
tion of Chas. Banbury, to the suit of his 
wife. Sibyl F. Banbury, for divorce, in 
which he named Alonzo F. Hess as core­
spondent, Elizabeth C. Hess has Sled a suit 
for divorce. The petition recites that they 
were married July 2, 1872, and that the fol­
lowing named children were horn: Russel 
A-, Purcey B , Gertrude, Frank H , Jennie 
E., John B-, Beulah B , Lila and Carrol 
Hess. She charges the defendant with gross 
neglect of duty, and with having sp^nt a 
great portion of his time in improper and 
disgraceful association with a married wo­
man, 8ibyl F. Banbury. She asks for di­
vorce and a temporary injunction prevent­
ing defendant from disposing of property. 
Judge Weight granted a temporary injunc­
tion Friday.
cognovit.
The Farmers’ Bank, of Loudonville, was 
given a judgment against Jacob Heinrich, 
Tuesday, for $206 17 with 8 per cent, inter, 
est from date.
RAMSEY'S CROSS PETITION.
Tbos. O. Ramsey has filed an answer to 
his wife's petition for divorce Last 
August, Sarah A. Ramsey brought suit for 
separation on the grounds of gross neglect 
of duty. In hia answer, Ramsey admits 
the fact of marriage, but enters a strenuous 
denial of the other accusations. Hecounter 
charges her with dereliction in the dis* 
charge of her marital duties, and assumes 
that he is the aggrieved one. He alleges 
that there exists an instrument in writing 
signed August 14,1895,bv which each agrees 
to live separately of the other. Just four 
days after the issuance of this contract, Mrs 
Ramsey, in direct contradiction of same, 
brought suit for divorce lie denies that 
he failed to support her,but on the contrary, 
permitted her to contract bills which he 
paid. He claims that be owns the real 
estate and the she has no claim thereto. He 
asks for divorce and reasonable alimony.
Banbury's answer.
Chas F- Banbury has filed his cross peti­
tion to the euit for divorce by his wife, 
8ibyl F. Banbury. He admits the marriag« 
and birth of the daughter; the other accusa­
tions are denied. As to his wife's charge
that she is owner of 60 acres of land, peld 
for with notes given her by her father, he 
acknowledges their receipt, but disclaims 
their use in the manner alleged. He as­
serts that he has always been a true and 
dutiful husband, denies that he ever mis­
treated her,and charges that she has grossly 
neglected her household duties. She treat­
ed him coldly and with u’ter hatred. He 
also charges her with infidelity with Alonso 
Hess, which conduct caused a neighbor­
hood scandal. She abandoned him Octobe* 
3, 1895, taking with her the child and con­
siderable household goods, wherefore be 
asks divorce and custody of the child.
COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNAL.
Nellie Bartlett against Harry Bartlett, 
divorce. Alimony allowed, during pen­
dency of suit, at the rate of $3 per week.
\V O. Culbertson against Rebecca Wat­
son, equity. Cause continued to make ad* 
miuistrator party plaintiff.
Trustees of Morris township against Jo 
seph T. Cox et al., mandate- William 
Irvine made party defendant with leave to 
file anawer aud cross petition i istaoter-
Hockett Bros -Put tenney Co , against : 
William Balmer et al., receiver. L B 1 
Houck made party defendant with leave to 
plead.
Sarah Drope, adrurx. of John Drope, 
againat Sarah Drope, John J. Drope et al. 
Sale confirmed and distribution ordered 
Widow's dower fixed at $85-
Continued—Elizabeth Jenkins against T. 
J. Mapes, mandate; C T. Ensminger against 
W. L McIntire, civil action; Benjamin 
Wright againat Herman Ward, dama|.«~; 
Thomas A. Parry againat Andrew 8tover. 
injunction; James M. Crouch against Tfte 
Chicago Brown Stone Co., attachment; 
James J. Grant et al., against Lawience E. 
Grant, civil action; Wm M. Koons, assign<e 
againat Cassell A Frizzed, civil action; City 
of Mt. Vernon against John A.Stoyleet al , 
injunction; Edward V. Bell against John A. 
Bebout et al., civil action; Joseph Gold* 
smith againat Charlea S. 8mith et al., ac 
count; C M- Clark against M. B. Scott et al , 
attachment.
Dismissed—Lorinda Sutton against Frank 
J. D'Areey, damages, Clement L. King 
against Charles J. Pant.orwood, injunction; 
Fannie E Warman against Alfred Warman 
et al.. partition; Silaa P. Weaver against 
William B- Hall, civil action; Sarah O. 
Steers against Robert L Steers, divorce* 
Nota Hall against Roy Hall, alimony.
DEEDS RECORDED.
Chas H. Pasco to Joseph Firnbsugb 45 30 
acres in Union $1,585.
Wm. A. Wander to Clinton M Rica 160 
acres io Jefferson, $5,000.
Leander Rine to C. F. Cullison 40 acrea 
in Jackaon, $500.
Eliza J. Nichols to George Ringwalt 70 85 
acres in Butter, $1,083.
T. L. Ely to E. H. 8hroatz 156 acrea in 
Clay, $2,100.
Jacob Rosa to Albert I. Wolfe 123 acres in 
Union. $8,600.
Martha A. Magers to Albert I. Wolfe one 
acre in Union, $50.
Jacob Rosa to Albert I- Wolfe land in 
Buckeye city, $500
Caroline Mitchell to F. M Allen land in 
Clinton $400.
C. L. V Wolfe to Ella E. Wolfe fourteen 
hundredths of an acre in Harrison, $1.
Linzy Hayes to the Trustees of Union 
Cemetery, .43 of an acre,$l.
Daniel Pipes to Emma Miser I of lots 
3 2 and 33 in Mt. Vernon $500.
MABRIAGE LICENSES.
Chas. R Fad ley and Bertie Harris.
StVflUiiK IPFLIC1NTS
For (lie Position of Town- 
Nl»ip Treasurer.
Appointment Made Wed- 
■iCKdny Fuelling.
The Office is Wurth $1OO Per Year— 
Joseph Sproule the Probable Man — 
He Was on Bond of a Defaulting 
Treasurer and Nearly pefeated 
George Turner For Nomination.
The selection of a Tr*wrs«M|« Treasurer to 
succeed to tlie office receuily vuca'ed by the 
death of Geo'ge furrer. will he made thia 
(Wednesday) evening Ihe |.< *er of ap- 
|*ui*.tmeiii ia vea e«i in the T w ship Trus­
tee*, John Lettra, Chari.a G Numh and 
Cliff Beach. Accordirg’oa dec’sion that 
the Township Leasu'er.and Cink cannot 
both he elected at 'lies nt- ♦ larifou, the ap­
pointment will be made for the regular 
term, which expiiea a year from next Sep­
tember.
I p to die time of writing. seveute*n ap­
plicants have signified their willingneaa to 
care for Clinton township's cash. Among 
those mentioned are Sam Peterman, Joseph 
Sproule, C. A. Bope, John Elder. R. L. 
Mitchell, E Fermenter and E. Trimble, all 
well known men in business circles about 
the city. The general opinion presented is 
that Mr. Sproule is entitled to the office. 
It will be recalled that Mr. Sproule was a 
bondsman for a former Republican Treas­
urer, who was »hort several thousand dol­
lars in his accounts, which his hondeinen 
paid. In the race for the nomination, Mr. 
Sproule was beaten by Mr Turner by seven 
votes.
The office is worth about $150 per year.
To Teach the Young Idea.
Out of thirty applicants brfore the B >ard
of Examiners in this city. February 8, 
eleven wore granted teacher’s certificates, 
as follows: Harry H. Doup. Democracy; 
J. E. Fletcher, Democracy; Frank E Jack- 
son, Centerburg; C. M. Leedy, North Lib­
erty; W. F. Porter, Danville; N B. Safford, 
Brandon; Frank A Sapp, Brink Haven; 
Ada Cooper, Fredericktown; Lucy Ham­
mond Howard; Sabrw McIntire, Frederick­
town; Ada Popham, Fredericktown.
LOCAL NOTICES.
If You Want












Call rnd see the very low prices in 
Canned Vegetables, Fruits, Ac., at
Warner W. Miller’s.
Do you use Salt! and if you do, buy 
the heat No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar­
rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
Dishes.
To close out some pieces, the biggest 
bargains ever seen. You will surely see 
some piece you need. Sale begins Jan. 
2d. E. O. Arnold.
Picture Frames made to 
order at
Frank L. Beam’s.
Call and be convinced that you can 
buy more goods and better quantity for 
the money, than any groceiy store in 
the city, at Warner W. Miller’s.
The Delineator of Fashions 
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.
Corrected weekly by the North-We>ti 





“ Beet Flour....................... 1.05
Caeh paid for wheat; mill feed always 
or sale.
Dr. France, the eminent specialist, will 




Good, dry body-wood will he received 
on hack subscriptions to the Banner, if 
delivered at once.
Girl Wanted
For general housework. Apply at 406 
E. Vine street.______________
The best Tea and Coffee in the city 
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s 
Ask for our 30c Coffee and Sample Tea 
at 25c per pound and be convinced.
Money.
If you have money to invest I can 
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox 
county real estate, not only as safe as 
Government bonds, hut at double their 
rate of interest. P. B. Chase.
Farms for Sale.
Desirable farms, well located on good 
gravel piEes; rich soil. I have 5C farms 
located in Logan, Union and Champaign 
counties, Ohio, that I am authorized to 
sell at prices never offered before. For 
particulars address H. E. Bell,
Middleburg, Ohio.
Rogers & Bros.’ Silver 
Plated Ware at
Frank L. Beam’s.
Will You Need Carpets!
By buying now you can save 10 to 15c 
per pard on Carpets. We want money 
and propose to offer you bargains in 
Carpets and Rugs. Choice new goods 
and a big selection. E. O. Arnold.
Get your House Furnish­
ing Goods at
Frank L. Beam’s.
Trifled Willi the "Seben, Leben.”
Sheriff I^ek, of Cleveland, passed through 
the city Monday with four prisoners for 
the Penitentiary, amoDg whom was Frank 
Reynolds.
Reynolds was sentenced for four years 
for pocketpicking and the circumstances 
surrounding the case caused the sentence to 
seem a trifle severe
The story told is that the prisoner was 
pla; ing a game of craps in a Cleveland dive 
where he succeeded in beating his antag­
onist out of $4 The victim rbarged him 
with pocket picking and the tiial resulted 
in Re} nolds getting a sentence of one year 
for every dollar involved in the crime-
Rosasco Disappears.
For some time it has been quietly whis­
pered that Louis Rosasco, the confectionery 
and fruit dealer, had "flew the coop ” Sev­
eral weeks ago Mr. Rosasco made an assign­
ment and disappeared, but is now located 
in San Fiancisco- It is known that he 
has on several occasions disappeared, but 
after remaining away for some time, re­
turned as unexpectedly as he departed. 
The belief is expressed that he will in time 
return from hie present stay. Meanwhile, 
Mrs. Rosasco has opened their store and is 
conducting the business as formerly.
Nomination Certificates.
Certificates of nomination and nomina­
tion papers for the aomination of candi­
dates for township or municipal offioee, or 
members of the Board of Education, shall 
be filed with the deputy State supervisors 
not less than fifteen days previous to the 
elections.
This spring the nomination papers must 
be filed not later than March 2l— and if 
presented after that date the Board will not 
receive them at all.
road reckipts.
The road receipts worked out on the
public roads and received by the treasurer
as so much caeh, are given in 
table;
the following
Jackson................................... .........$ 545 28
Butler..................................... 426 99
Union..................................... 698 69
Jefferson................................. ......... 828 87
Brown..........................  ..... .. 880 94
Howard ................................. ......... 853 11
Harrison ............................... ......... 644 06
Clay........................................ ......... 213 50
Morgan................................... ....... - 937 97
Pleasant......................... ........ ......... 690 60
College .................................... ......... 149 18
Monroe.................................... ....... - 1298 74
Pike................................. ...... ........ 1027 19
Berlin .................................... ......... 471 49
Morris..................................... ......... 1261 59
Clinton........ ......................... ....... . 1278 15
Miller ..................................... ......... 854 72
Milford................................... ....... . 703 32
Liberty . ....... - .................... 1016 25
Wayne.................................... ........ 1397 34
Middleburg........................... ........ .. 1245 54
Hilliar............................. . ...... 614 55
Fredericktown....................... .... .... 123 32
Buckeye City............... ........... ........ 81 78
Danville..............................— ........ . 145 27
Gann.......... .. ......................... ....... .. 3 82
Centerburg.............................. .......... 12 69
Martinsburg .... ..................... ......... 24 55
Gambier........................ ........ ......... 237 34
Mt. Vernon......................... ...........- 80 78
SCHOOL rUKDS.
The apportionment of school funds f. r
the first half of 1896, among the various
school districts and townships, are 
lows:
ss fol-
Butler .................................... ....... $ 1242 43
Jackson ................................. ...... .. 422 56
Union................. .................. ..e...M 742 40
Jefferson........................... ... ........ 1788 14
Brown.................................... ........ 1245 26
Howard ................................. ........ 1513 37
Harrison................................ ........ 1161 87
Clay........................................ ........ 582 99
Morgan......... ......................... ....... 725 07
Pleas «nt................................. ...... . 1245 54
College .................................. ....... . 1484 3S
Monroe.................................. ....... 521 05
Pike........................................ ....  w 2034 30
Berlin.................................... ...... 1054 22
Morris..... .............................. ........ 919 39
Clinton.................................. ...... 1883 39
Miller.................................... 1580 16
Milford.................................. .... 1861 87






Mt- Vernon city............... 19262 17
Bladenburgh district............ ....... 699 94
Mil wood S- S. district........... ......... 136 10
Martinsburg.......... .. ............ ...... 809 64
Danville S. S- district......... .. ....... 1005 35
Fredericktown 8. S district.. •••••• 2415 79
Centerburg.......... ................. ee.« 1338 74
Gann S. S. district................ ........ 856 69
Utica S-8. district................. ....... . 23 54
Bennington township.......... ........ 53 00
Chester iowaship................. ........ 28 00
Total.............................
Corena Yeast—Something New!




By the Pint, Quart or Gallon, at
Warner W. Miller’s.
Job lot Wall Paper, 15,- 
000 Rolls. If you want 
Wall Paper now is your 
time, at Frank L. Beam’s.
Everybody agrees that Chappelear’s 
Bronchini is the best and cheapest 
cough medicine. No coughing at night 
where it is used.___________
Special sale Dinner Ware 
at Frank L. Beam’s.
Attention, Farmers!
Frederick Cole, of London, England,
is here, and will be at R. P. Hall’s livery 
barn, on Front street, on Saturday, Feb. 
22d, and Saturday, 29th, to buy horses 
from 5 to 7 years old, both drivere and 
draft. Bring your horses with yon.









A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Fre 
from Ammonia, Alunt or any other adulteranL
40 YFLRS THE STANDARD.
YOLR OPPOBTIJMTY.
Now is your opportunity 
to obtain any article from 
our well-selected stock at 
absolute cost until April 1st. 
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, 
Silverware of all kinds. 
Our stock is too large and 
must be reduced. Keep 
your eye on our show win­
dow for bargains.
FreI) A. Clough & Co.
NOTICE. •
The eetate of James F. Cochran, deceased 
The administration of the estate of the 
above named decedent has been entrusted 
by the Probate court to the undersigned 
All persons having claims against said 
estate are requested to present them to the 




Within one mile of Levering, being 
the well known Blair farm, containing 
157 acres, well improved, with good 
house, good barns and good outbuild­
ings. Forty acres of bottom pasture, 
with creek running through; rest is 
table-land, good for pasturing and grain; 
also camp of 400 sugar trees. The
?laoe is close to churches and schools.his is an opportunity to get a good 
farm and home seldom offered- Terms 
easy. Inquire of
James R. Wyker, 
Levering, Knox Oounty, O.
FREE! FREE! EREE!
Given away for a few days only, com­
mencing Saturday, Feb. 15th, 50c.
boxes, each containing one week’s treat­
ment of Wright’s Celery Capeuhs at 
Baker A Son’s drug store. Any person 
afflicted with Liver, Kidney or Stomach 
Complaints, Rheumatism. Dyspepsia, 
Constipation, Sick Headaches, can get 
one of the boxes free.
FOR SALE.
The Montgomery homestead, No. 211 
North Main street, of eleven rooms, two 
summer kitchens, both kinds of wafer 
in kitchen, furnace, attis, cellar under 
whole house, barn and plenty of shade 
and fruit trees. One of the most desir­
able locations in Mt. Vernon. Suitable 
for one or two families. If not sold by 
March 1st will be for rent. Enquire of 
Dr. Pickard, of Mt. Vernon, or W. 
W. McNeille, 519 N. High St., Colum­
bus, Ohio.
JUST RECEIVED
A consignment of 
Oysters, Selects and 
Standards
IN BULK,
Direct From Baltimore♦ • ♦ • ♦
A NEW DEPARTURE . . .
By our Improved 
Methods we are en­
abled to dress and 
deliver Poultry to 








Is not the only thing requisite in a phy­
sician. Unless he is born for the busi­
ness, unless he has the subtle,indefinable 
power of looking through a man and 
seeing the disease in its most secret hid­
ing place, he will never he a g.x>d phy­
sician, even though he graduated from 
a German university. An illustration 
of the great advantage given to a man 
by an inborn power of diagnosis is seen 
in the results of the practice of Dr. 
France, of The France Medical Institute 
This eminent doctor has had, to be sure, 
all the advantages of thorough college 
training and widespread experience 
which the most ambitious physicians 
could desire: but by the side of others 
who have that fitness and nothing else, 
he Btanils out preeminent. His cures 
are remarkable. They are worked in 
cases which seem utterly hopeless, and 
no one, no matter what his malady, 
should despair until after consulting Dr. 
France.
Dr. France, of The France Medical 
Institute, Columbus, Ohio, by request of 
many friends and patients has decided 
to visit Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, Feb­
ruary 26. Consultation free and strictly 
confidential in the private parlor of the 
Curtis Hotel, from 8 a. in , to 6 p. m. 
One day only.
Reduction in all Lines.
Buy now. Anticipate your wants for 
spring. It will save you money and 
we want the money. Wall Paper at 
half briee. 12c and 15c. papers for 6c. 
25 and 85c papers for 10 and 12c. It 
will says you one-half and more. A 
good selection to show you. Stop and 
see, at Arnold’s.
The Historic Itonte.
The Nashville, Chattanooga A St 
Louis Railway, the model railroad o 
the South in equipment, roadway and 
service, is also the greatest in historical 
interest, more than fifty famous battle 
fields and five national cemeteries being 
located on the various lines of this sys­
tem. This is the preferred route to 
Atlanta for the Cotton States and Inter­
national Exposition, open from Septem-f 
her 18 to Deceml»er 31, 1895, for which 
very low excursion rates have been 
made. Through sleeping car service 
from St. Louis to Atlanta via Evans­
ville, Nashville and Chattanooga. This 
is the route of the famous “Dixie Flyer" 
through sleeping car line which runs the 
year round lietween Nashville and 
Jacksonville, Fla. For further inform­
ation, address Briard F. Hill, 328 Mar­
quette Building, Chicago, III., or R. C. 
Cowardin, Western Passenger Agent, 
Railway Exchange Building, St. Iz>uis, 
Mo., or D. J. Mullaney, Pass. Agt., 59 
West Fourth St., Cincinnati,Ohio.
W. L. Danley, G. P. A T. A., 
Nashville, Tenn.
Executor's Notice.
OTICE is hert-by given that the under- 
Il signed have been appointed and quali­
fied Executors of the estate ol
JAMES CLUTTER,
Late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by 
the Probate Court of eair county.
• Feb. 17th, 1896
ART CLUTTER
, OSCAR CLUTTER,
I feta) 3t Executors,
When love 
; knocks at a wo* 
man's heart ha 
usually comes in 
disguise. Doesn't 
want it known 
what he’s op to.
1 f she knew all 
about the little 
• rascal, would she 
L' let him in ? That’s a question. 
C' Women are apt to look upon 
love and marriage as purely 
a matter of sentiment and af­
fection. That is pretty nearly 
right; yet there is a practical 
side to it too ; and the best way 
to preserve the ideal aspect of 
marriage and maternity is not 
to forget the practical part of 
it. A woman cannot be a thor­
oughly happy wife and mother 
unless the distinctive physical 
organism of her sex is in a 
healthy and vigorous condi­
tion. The best friend that wo­
man ever had is the “ Favorite 
Prescription,” of Dr. R. V. 
Pierce, Chief Consulting Phy- 
. sician of the Invalids’ Hotel 
f and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, 
N. Y. The “Prescription,” is 
a perfect and infallible remedy for every 
form of " female weakness. ” It cures by 
restoring health and strength to the ’titer- 
nal organism, which cannot be reached by 
“local applications thus the cure is radi­
cal, complete and-constitutional.
Dr. Pierce’s eminent reputation as a phy­
sician of wide learning; and his special 
knowledge of the delicate and intricate or­
ganism of women, accounts for the unpar­
alleled confidence, which women place in 
hia “Favorite Prescription,” over every 
other remedy. Its use obviates the neces­
sity of dreaded “ examinations ” and the 
stereotyped “local treatments.”
Dr. R. V. Pierce, ZVar Sir t— I suffered fourteen 
years with female weakness, nervousness and 
general debility, try ing everything I could find 
to help me — all to no avail. I then heard of 
Dr. Pierce's medicines and although I was thor­
oughly discouraged. I thought I would try once 
more to find relief. I took your " Golden'Medlcal 
Discovery " and " Favorite Prescription," Snd toogreat praise cannot be given for ter rapid relief 
’hey gave me. 1 am now tree from the former 
troubles. Verv sincerely yours.
(Mrs.)
Box 46, Saratoga, 
Santa Clara CO., Cal
So sensitive is the Duke of Marlbor­
ough to the stories that Blenheim was 
restored with Mrs. Hamersley’s money, 
that he has had family accounts investi­
gated and published by a chartered 
public accountant, who shows that the 
money came from the proceeds of the 
sales of tho Sunderland Library and the 
Blenheim pictures.
Knights of tlie Maccabees.
The State Commander writes us from 
Lincoln, Neb., as follows: “After trying 
other medicines for what seemed to be an 
obstinate cough in our two children we 
tried Dr King's New Discovery and at the 
end of two days the cough entirely left 
them. We will not be without It hereafter, 
as our experience proves that it cures where 
all other remedies fail-” Signed F. W. 
Stevens, State Com. Why not give this 
great medicine a trial, as it is guaranteed, 
and trial bottles are free at O. R. Baker A 
Sin’s drug store. Regular size. 50c. and 
$1 00. 6
It May I)o as Much for You.
Mr. Fred Miller, of Irving, Ill., writes 
that he bad a severe Kidney trouble for 
many years, with severe pains in his back 
and also that his bladder was affected. He 
tried many so-called Kidney cures but with­
out any good result. About a year ago lie 
began the use of Electric Bitters and found 
relief at once. Electric Bitters is especially 
adapted to cure all Kidney and Liver trou­
bles and often gives almost instant relief. 
One bottle will prove our statement. Price 
ouly 50 cents for large bottle. At George R. 
Baker A Son’s drugstore. 6
llucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts 
Bruises, 8ores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever 
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, 
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive­
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It is 
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re­
funded. Price 25 oenIs per box. For sale 
by Oso. R. Baker A Son’s. 22feb-ly
Maine’s Labor Commissioner has 
been gathering statistics on the cost of 
living in that state. He figures that the 
average daily cost of living is 31 cents a 
day for each individual in the average 
family. The cost of living to single 
men, boarding, is 46 cents. Three 
figures cover rent, food, fuel and light.
Pursued by a Demon.
How many suicides, think you, read­
er, have been committed by persons 
driven distraught and hunted to their 
doom by the demon of chronic ill 
health? Countless. For instance, we 
know, do we not, that hypochondriasis 
is a monomania—a sort of minor mad­
ness produced by chronic dyspepsia? 
Again, insomnia, or sleeplessness, often 
a result of the same cause, culminates 
in a derangement of the reasoning 
facilities. It is, therefore, of momen­
tous consequence to prevent the arrival 
of disease at its chronic phase, when it 
daily and nightly scourges the sufferer 
to a dangerously uncertain goal. No 
medicine known to science, as a. means 
of arresting the maladies to which it is 
adapted, exists equal to Hostetter’s 
Stomach Bitters. Among these com­
plaints are chronic indigestion and in­
somnia, kidney and rheumatic ail­
ments, constipation and liver trouble. 
Appetite is improved by the Bitters, the 
blood fertiiizea, and bodily substance 
and vigor increased by it.
A hustling woman hotel keeper of 
Burns, Oregon., who is credited with 
being one of the best looking as well as 
most successful hotel keepers in eastern 
Oregon, advertised in a recent issue of 
the local newspaper that she will not he 
responsible hereafter for auy debts con­
tracted by her husband or her son.
JUDITH’S RDMiHCi
One spring afternoon Judith came up 
on the elevated road instead of the 
Broadway cars. She carried a number 
af little parcels in her hand, woman 
fashion, and as she stepped to the plat­
form at her station a laborer crowded 
against her, scattering them right und 
left. She stooped hastily, but a broad­
er, larger hand had gathered them 
together.
“Your things, I believe,” said a voice, 
familiar, yet long unheard. It remind­
ed her of certain past experiences, anti 
she looked at the owner, a young man, 
as they stood erect again, He wore a 
soft hat, and the cut of his clothes gave 
him a most uncitified appearance. A 
short, soft black beard curled about hie 
mouth and chin, bis eyes were clear 
and kind. She had only one glance, 
for the next moment he stepped on the 
train and was gone.
“It—it was Martin Vallau,” she ex 
claimed aloud in her surprise. Then a 
futile seuse of regret seized her, and 
how useless to supiose that they would 
meet again by chance in that great city. 
Singularly enough, that glimpse of her 
childhood's comrade revived all the 
bitterness of an experience she had had 
in the middle of the winter, when she 
witnessed the old beggar’s death down 
on lower Broadway, and discovered her 
friend, Mr. Justin Yalleau in him. He, 
too, had belonged to Louisiana, though 
he had disclaimed all knowledge of 
those other Valleaua she had known. 
The manner of his death and the dis­
covery of his degraded occupation had 
been a most painful shock to her. On 
his person had been bund a pathetie 
littlo confession addressed to her, his 
“dearly beloved young friend with 
whom he had spent such happy hours.” 
He had been forced to beg from neces­
sity at first, and then the fascination of 
leading a double life had so grown upon 
him that he kept it up year after year. 
He had lived so frugally that he had 
accumulated a great deal of money. 
This he also left to Judith.
But it still lay in the bank untouched, 
while she went day after day to her 
monotonous drudgery downtown. She 
could not yet bring herself to enjoy 
what had been gotten through fraud, 
although she could not find it in her 
heart to condemn one who had been so 
kind to her, who had always appeared 
so gentle and free of guile.
• • • » •
For a week in her coming and going 
about the city Judith scanned the 
crowds on the streets, in cars and 
elevated trains, with the hope of seeing 
Martin again. But she finally gave up 
the search, and even doubted if she had 
seen him at all. She came out of the 
office one afternoon just as the chimes 
of Trinity church were ringing. Some 
impulse carried her across noisy Broad­
way and into the subdued light and 
calm of the chureh. Down one of its 
pillared aisles she stepped noiselessly 
and knelt in the shadow of a pew fora 
few minutes, thinking rather than 
praying, however. She was close upon 
the grave of Charlotte Temple, in the 
churchyard, before she observed the 
man standing by the headstone. The 
color rushed to her face, then out again 
in a hot current
“Martin, Martin Valleau,” she said 
softly.
He wheeled and stared at her. “You 
don’t know me, but I recognized you 
the day you helped me with my par­
cels,” she continued, holding out her 
hand.
“Why, it’s Judith Daly,” he exclaim­
ed, a smile overspreading his face. 
“Yes, Judith Daly.”
A host of questions trembled on her 
lips, but they were left unasked. At 
first they talked almost as strangers, but 
that constraint melted away as they 
gradually went back to the past. Judith 
caught Martin eyeing her half shyly 
and with admiration, a3 though he 
could scarcely recognize in the smiling, 
well p <ised young woman the little girl 
he had teased and ruled. Her heart 
beat high, she felt foolishly happy.
“Why didn’t you speak to me that 
day?”
“I think he must have been a little 
crazy; yes, I am sure of it. He acted 
strangely.”
They were at her own door before all 
his questions were satisfied.
“Oh, Judith, I can never thank you 
enough for this—never, never, he cried, 
seizing her hand warmly.
“You needn’t thank me Martin; it 
was all accident, and then I really loved 
him, I’ve had so few to love.”
“Poor girl, dear girl! I ought to take 
you home with me,” tenderly.
She drew her breath with a little 
gasp and looked at him.
“You must be so lonely here; hut you 
couldu't be lonely there with Nannette 
and the babies.”
“With—what did you say?” she mur­
mured, faint and pale.
“With my wife and children. Oh, 
you didn’t know that I was the father 
of a family. How could you? Wait a 
minute,” fumbling in his pocket. 
“Here, look at this.”
They were on the stoop, and she 
turned and looked at the photograph he 
was holding eagerly toward her. It was 
new and clean and contained a mother 
and three children, one a chubby infant 
in arms.
“You remember Nannette, don’t you, 
Judith?”
Yes, she remembered her, a round 
faced stupid girl Martin had despised. 
She didn’t look much brighter €now, but 
she was pretty, and motherhood seemed 
to become her. “You can go back to 
them now,” she said slowly.
She left him in the parlor and went 
slowly up stairs. She stopped long 
enough to kindle a little blaze on the 
hearth with Mr. Justin Valleau’s con­
fession and will. Then she drew a 
cheque tor the money and carried it 
down stairs.
*****
It was twilight and the harsh clang­
ing of the dinner bell sounded through 
the house when Judith and Martin 
shook hands in farewell.
“I—I feel that he ought to have left 
part of this to you, Judith. Why, it is 
weallh to me.”
"It was a trust, Martin, and I’m glad 
to get rid of it.” 
x “You will come to see us?”
“Yes, the first time that I visit Louis­
iana.”
She watched him as he walked across 
Washington Square, with that long free 
step of a countryman used to broad 
feels and clear spaces of sky.
“I’ve always loved him. And so he 
married Nannette.”
She put her hand to her eyes for a 
moment, they felt so strange, and when 
she took it away and looked again he 
had disappeared. Only the shadows of 
the leaves danced upon the ground, and 
belated workmen hurried home.
“Faith, Miss Judith, an’ it’s me opin­
ion your soul’s gettin’ cold,” said the 
Irish maid behind her.
The successful farmer has 
learned by experience that 
some grains require far differ­
ent soil than others. He 
knows that a great deal de­
pends on right planting at the 
right time. No use complain­
ing in summer that a mistake 
was made in spring. Decide 
before seed-time. The best 
time to treat coughs and colds 
Is before the seeds, or germs, 
of consumption have begun 
their destructive work.
Scott’s EmuIsion of Cod- 
liver Oil, with Hypophos­
phites, promptly cures lung 
and throat troubles. Do not 
neglect your cold.
SCOTT’S EMULSION h»s bren endorsed by the 
medical profession lor twenty years. (Ask four doetor.) 
This is because it is always palatable—always uniform 
—always contains ike purest Norwegian Cod-liver Oil 
nnJ Hfpopkosbkilet.
Insist on Scott’s Emulsion, with trade-mark of 
man and fish.
Put up in 50 cent and $1.00 sizes. The small size 
may be enough to cure your cough or help your tab/.
Relief From Choking.
[Washington Post ]
Mayor A. P. Rowe, of Fredericksburg, 
Va., writes: "I read in the ‘Post,’ that a 
citizen'of Washington, while on a vis-it 
to his son in Virginia, was choked to 
death by a hone in his throat after every 
effort was made to remove the same, 
but without success. Whenever I read 
of such cases »n the paper I always en­
deavor to send the same paper a sure 
an 1 certain relief for choking that has 
never yet failed. The remedy is simply 
thi’: To immediately reverse the up­
right position of the body, supported by 
the hands and feet elevated, when in­
stant relief will be obtained and the 
obstruction will fall from the mouth. 
A child can he Beized by the legs and 
head turned down, and relief will be 
instantaneous. Several lives have been 
saved in this community by this treat­
ment, and I have received several 
grateful letters from other states, advis­




A healthier, heartier, happier man 
than John J. Neill, of 2437 North Eighth 
street, Philadelphia, could not be found 
in a day’s search. The fact that he is 
still alive is a constant wonder to his 
friends.
In the fall of 1889 he began to suffer 
indescribable miseries from stone in the 
bladder Consulting an eminent physi­
cian in Philadelphia, he was told that an 
operation was necessary. So much did 
he dread the result, for if unsuccessful it 
meant death, that he put off the evil 
day as long as possible. While in this 
frame of mind, he heard of
DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S
FAVORITE REMEDY
Although disheartened, on July I, 1893, 
he bought a bottle of it, and within a 
month had experienced beneficial re­
sults, and before he had finished the 
third bottle, the gravel was completely 
dissolved and his sufferings at an end.
Mr. Neill feels that he owes a lasting 
debt of gratitude to Dr. Kennedy’s Fa­
vorite Remedy, and for disorders of the 
bladder and urinary organs, says “it 
will effect a cure if one be possible.”
Favorite Remedy is prescribed with 
unfailing success for rheumatism, dys­
pepsia and nerve troubles in which it 
has cured many that were considered 
beyond the aid of medicine. All drug­
gists, $1.
Pompadour Pads From Paris.
The women of New York are padding 
their heads. They wear a pompadour 
roll, soft and full, which reaches way 
around the crown of the head. Invisi­
bility is certain, as these frames are 
composed of real hair and are made in 
shades to match all colors of tresses.
The French form is used by the fash­
ionable hairdressers with charming ef­
fect, especially for evening toilets, when 
the jeweled ornaments for the hair may 
be effectively fixed in the frame. The 
hatpin of ordinary usage also finds firm 
pinning surface in the pompadour 
frame, and the woman with little hair 
rejoices in this latest invention, because 
it allows her to discard burdensome 
switches and chignons and “false 
fronts” and make the most of the locks 
nature has given her.—New York World.
Our people are growing more and 
more in the habit of looking to the drug­
gists for the latest and best of every­
thing in the drug line. They sell Cham- 
derlain’s Cough Remedy, famous for its 
cures of bad colds, croup and whoping 
cough. When in need of such a medi­
cine give this remedy a trial and you 
will pe more than pleased with the result.
Sixty years ago Joseph Gillott was a 
working jeweler in Birmingham. One 
day he accidentally split one of his steel 
tools, and being suddenly required to 
sign a receipt, and not finding a pen 
handy, he used the split tool as a sub- 
stitutute. This happy incident led to 
the idea of making pens of n»t tai.
James Whitcomb Riley is the only 
remaining American poet who wears a 
smooth face. Edmund Clarence Sted­
man indulges in a full beard; 1 honias 
Brtiley Aldrich sports a moastaehe;Rich- 
ard Henry Stoddard wears a long white 
heard; and Richard Watson Gild* r has 




OFFICE Room No. 2, Woodward Opera House Building, Ml. Vernon, Ohio.
oct 31 tf
N. ». QOT8H4LL,
TToRNEY-AT-LAW, Real Estate and 
Ixiau Agent. Property for sale Money 
fc> Loan. Office—Banning Buildiug, Mt. 




ATTORNEY - AT-LA W, 
FFIC 5 over Knox County Savings 
Bank. Mt. Vernor, Ohio. novltf
A. JR. Jlcl.vri lift*.,
ATTORNEY AM) COIASELLOR AT LAW.
OFFICE, opposite the Court House, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 18jan94
H. D. G, ITCHKIBI.D. H. O. Dbvin.
C ri tell field A' llevlu,
Attorneys at law. office over Stauffer’s Clothing Store, North Side Public 3quare, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Il]an94
w.e.ooorxs. frank moo* .
COOPER A MOORE
Attorneys at law. Office i_____ Main Stkbbt Mt. Vernon O.
MONEY TO LOAN. INSURANCE TO SELL
McKEE & AV RIGHT,
flENEKAL INSURANCE AGENTS. Office 8 
YT W. Cor. Public Square and High St.
C. W. McKek. Gct A. Wright
PHYSICIANS.
Q K. CONARD, M. D.,
Homeopathic Physician and Scbobon. 
Orricx—In the Woodward Block. Resi­
dence—Gambier St., Arentrue property. 
Office hoars, 8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 and 5 to
Ip.m. 24aprly
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
8URGE0N AND PHYSICIAN,
. Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors 
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, 
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele­
phone 73. 29septS7
DR.GEORGE B.BUNN 
pH Y8ICIAN AND SURGEON,
Room 3, Rogers Block Ill South MainSt. 
Mount Vb«non, Ohio.
All professional calls by day or night 
pomptlv responded to [June
BURNET HOUSE,
Cincinnati, O,,
One of the Best Hotels in the State. 
Eoual to Any, Excelled by None.
All We Ask Is a Trial.
PATENTS.
SOLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS ♦—FOR—
Q. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
AND PATENT LAW CASES.
BI RRIBLE A CO.,
127 Superior Street opposite American,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
With Associated offices iu Washington 





Greatest cut in Prices 
on record.
JIOSEY TALkS-Olli PRICES SPEAK.
Reliable Bargains in Every Department.
Special Spring Styles in Hats
A riving Daily + + +
"YOTJ GJLZsT SAVE ZMZOTSTZEY
If You Trade With
STADLER^
One-Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher.
8. W. corner Square and Main street.
$ WE WIST TO IMPRESS EPO.H YOIRMI ADS
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK 
A COMPLETE LINE OF
French, English, Scotch and German
AND A HANDSOMER LINE OF PIECE CLOTHS 
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLE8.
It’s a settled fact that we have more than double toe variety of 
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuqeut- 
ly we cannot fail to please you with something both 8TYL1SH 
AND DESIRABLE.
( HIS. A. DEBilODY.
. wa aaaaaa a aaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa a^ I
Yu are dischar$edThave 
no use for any one that has 
not sense enough to chew
HtieAx
PLUt»
tobacco ever sold for 10 cents 
_ and
ine Scent piece te nearlu 
terge as you ^et of ofber 
nign grades for 10 cent-.
A . H. SIPE,
jViid G ent’s Furnisher,
.......... WITH A LARGE STOCK OF..........
IN THE LATEST SHADES AND DESIGNS,
Both in Foreign and Domestic Makes,
At the Lowest Price Possible
ZBE STTZRE JL1TZD CALL.
EAST SIDE SOUTH MAIN STREET,ft^*MT. VERNON, OHIO
utniuiuuiiuiiiuiiiuiuiiuii
SPRING SUITINGS.
The early bird will soon be looking 
for the worm. We are also looking for 
your Spring trade, and have now open 
for your inspection the Latest Fabrics for 
Spring Suitings. Come in and look at 
them and make your selection, before the 
assortment is broken. Your choice can 
be laid aside until you want it made up.
Poison At The Front Door.
Alum baking powders are urged upon 
the public with the greatest persistency. 
They arc first given away—left in samples 
at private residences, with circulars con­
taining bogus analyses and certificates, 
and false representat:ons as to their 
value, etc. This fact of itself is suffici­
ent to condemn them.
Free samples of articles of food left 
at the house should be regarded with 
suspicion. There is no guarantee of their 
wholesomeneas, while there is real dan­
ger that they may contain a fatally 
poisonous compound. Many instances 
of poisoning from the use of such sam­
ples are recorded.
The only safe way is to consign all 
such samples immediately to the ash bar­
rel, and to turn a deaf ear to the state­
ments made by their venders. It is not 
worth while to trifle with life and health 
to the extent of testing every doubtful 
baking powder that comes along. 
Better to rely upon an old and reliable 
brand, like the Royal, which has, by a 
quarter of a eontury’s constant use. 
proved its perfect wholesomeness and 
efficiency. The Royal Baking Powder 
is certified by the Government chemists 
as absolutely pure and perfect.
New York has a Methodist church 
which is 110 years old. Among its 
founders was Peter Cooper, who was the 
su{>erintentent of its Sunday school for 
many years. Of course it has an amen 
corner and a mourner’s bench.
“Bacteria do not occur in the blood or 
in the tissues of healthy living bodies, 
either of man or the lower animals.” 
So say the celebrated Dr. Koch. Other 
doctors say that the best medicine to 
remedy the blood perfectly pure and 
healthy is Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Lightning Hot Drop*—
What a Funny Namol 
Very True, but It Kills All Pain. 
Sold Everywhere. Every Day— 
Without Relief, There la No Pav!
Camel’s flesh is the latest addition to 
the Parisian bill of fare, Algerian 
butchers undertaking to provide the 
supply. The meat is said to taste like 
beef, though white like veal. The hump 
is considered a great delicacy by the 
Arabs.
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the 
liver and kidneys, cures constipation 
and sick headache. 26c at all druggists.
William Earl Cook, of Portsmouth, 
R. I., who celebrated his ninety-ninth 
I irthdav last week, thinks he is the 
oldest Free Mason in the United Suter. 
1 le has been a Mason nearly seventy* 
eight years.
The U. S. Gov't Reports 
show Royal Baking Powdet 
superior to all others.
“I couldn’t. You were gone before, 
or almost before I recognized you. I 
cried with ’he disappointment.”
“Oh, Judith!”
“Yes, New York is so large.”
“Isn't it? I’m half dazed with the 
noise. New Orleans is not to be com­
pared to it. There, take care.”
His strong hand seized her and held 
her back from the street crossing as a 
heavy cart thundered by. She had 
never realized before how sweet it 
might be to be cared for.
“Tell me about your mother,” she 
said at last.
“She died last winter,” he replied 
gravely. “Poor mother!”
Judith touched his aim softly.
"I hoped to see her again.”
“It is best as it is, Judith; best as it is. 
I’m here now in the fulfillment of her 
last wish. She wanted me to come and 
look for—for a relative.”
“A relative?”
“Yes; he came to New York many 
years ago.”
“When did you last hear from hind”
“Twenty years ago my mother re­
ceived a letter, the last letter from 
him.”
“Then he may be dead.”
“I think it very probable,” said Mar­
tin, calmly; “but I must find him or his 
grave, if I can. I promised her, you 
know.”
He sighed, and Judith echoed it sym­
pathetically. She felt that any emotion 
t niching him must henceforth to :ch 
her also.
“Have you a picture of this relative, 
a photograph I might see?” after a long 
silence.
He took a faded old fashioned tintype 
from his pocket. She sighed again as 
she looked at it, and this time with a 
sense of personal pain, for Mr. Justin 
Yalleau had after all deceived her.
“I think I can tell you about him, 
Martin.”
“You, Judith?”
“Yes; I knew him; but what was he to 
you? Don’t mind telling me, Martin,” 
as he hesitated.
“My father, Judith.
“Your father, really your father?”
“Yes, I’m ashamed to own it, for he 
deserted my mother.”
“Perhaps he couldn’t help it.”
“He might have written to her. She 
grieved and grieved all the years I can 
remember, almost. She love! him 
always, and the thought that he had 
gone away and died, or that some terri­
ble misfortune had happened to him, 
robbed her of sleep and peace of mind 
day and night. You remember h w 
she used to cry?”
“Yes, and thought your father dea l.”
“And you knew him here?”
“For a short time,” and then she t »ld 
the story of her meeting with the o’d 
man and their friendship. But in her 
heart she buried the secret of hisdouble 
life.
“He also died last winter.”
"Why—why did he leave us?”
Size of the Human Waist.
[Tid Bits.]
Lady Haberton, the well-known dress 
reformer, discusses in one of the London 
papers “the actual anatomical propor­
tion in the size of the human waist.” 
This is what she means by that some­
what puzzling phrase: The true pro­
portion is a difference of 10 inches be­
tween the circumference of the bust 
and that of the waist. Thus a woman 
whose bust measures 36 inches should 
have a waist measuring 26 inches. Bust 
40 inches, waist 30 inches, and so on. 
Very few corsets are made in this pro­
portion, and if they were, still fewer 
people would buy them, as fashion de­
crees that the waist should measure from 
12 to 15 inches less than the bust.
A Watch That Speaks.
[St. Louts Republic.]
A wonderful mechanical contrivance 
is announced from Switzerland in the 
shape of a watch that calls out the 
hours in a voice like that of a human 
being. This mechanical curiosity is 
the invention of one Casimir Li van, 
who based his principles upon his 
knowledge of the workings of the 
phon graph. The case, instead of con­
taining a striking apparatus, as some of 
the late costly watches do, is provided 
with a phonographic cylinder, which is 
fitted with a sensitive phonographic 
plate, which lias received the impression 
of a human voice before being inserted 
in a watch.
The little daughter of Mr. Fred 
Webber, Holland, Mass./ had a very 
bad cold and cough which she had not 
been able to cure with any thing. I 
gave him a 25 cent bottle of Chamber­
lain’s Cough Remedy, says W. P. Hold­
en, merchant and postmaster at West 
Brimfield, and the next time I saw him 
he said it worked like a charm. This 
remedy is intended especially for acute 
throat and lung diseases such as colds, 
croup and whooping cough, and it is 
famous for its cures. There is no 
danger in giving it to children for it 
contains nothing injurious. For sale by 
all druggists.
P
Cblrhe*trr*a Fnall.h Diamond Brand.
EWNYROYAL PILLS
Original and Only Genuine, 
s.rc, reliable, utoics art
Druggtrt for CKirKuttr. £n*<uk Die 
mvnd Brand iu Red and Gold mrtalllo^
'boxes, sealed with blue ribbon. Take 
no other. Refnu dangrrou. ntbsrim. 
lion, and imitation.. At Druggists, or send 4e. 
io stamps for partteolars, t—and 
“Relief for I-adlea,” in fortre. by return 
t- Malt 10,000 T.-timoniidj Samt taper 
ChlrheaterVhemlcalCo^lludl.ou Squara 




CALL or WRITE 2
We can CURE YOU by our 
NEW 8Y8TEM after all oth­
ers FAIL. We can do this 
because we do not need to 
experiment and have more perfect 
means and are more SKILLFUL In the 
treatment of diseases of which we 




1 Varicocele, Gleet, 
Strloture, Hydrocele, Blenor- 
rhagla, Syphilis (all 
stagesjjtnd all diseases 
of a like nature, and i never fall to gives per- 
ifect and permanent 




Ol’K NEW SYSTEM 






We Oiler You a
REnEDY Which 
INSURES Safety 
of Lite to Moth­
er and Child.
FRIEND”
Robs Confinement of Ils Pain, Horror and Risk.
My wife used “ MOTHERS’ FRIEND’’ be- 
' lore birth of her first child, she did not 
suffer from ('KAMI’S or PAINS— was quickly 
i relieved at the critical hour suffering but 
little—she bad no pains afterward and her 
recovery was rapid.
E. E. Johnston, Eufaula, Ala.
Sent by Mall or Express, on receipt of 
price, fl.OO per bottle. Book “To Molb- 
1 ere” mailed Free.
BIUDFIKLO UEtil l.ATOK CO., Atlanta, Oa. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Fin De Siecle Hens.
[Sedalia (Mo.) Special Globe-Democrat ]
A remarkable case is reported by H.
B. Tucker, a farmer, who lives 4 miles 
south of Sedalia. He had a colony of 
50 Plymouth Rock hens and five roos­
ters. The latter were all killed last 
Friday, it being Mr. Tucker’s intention 
to replace them with younger fowls. 
On Sunday morning the young roosters 
not yet having arrived, the entire 
colony of hens set up a vigorous crow­
ing, almost in perfect imitation of the 
crow of a rooster, and have continued it 
each morning since. Many communi­
ties have the new woman, but Pettis 
county is probably the first to produce 
the new hen.
BATHE THE*BABIES.
Cakes For Afternoon Teas.
Very dainty small cakes for afternoon 
teas are made from half a pound of but­
ter, a pound of powdered sugar, four 
eggs, and a flavoring of orange flower 
water and lemon juice. Beat the but­
ter to a cream, sift the sugar and add it 
gradually. When well mixed and 
smooth, add the yolks of the eggs, 
tablespoonful of orange water and 
the strained juice and grated yellow 
rind of the lemon. Beat the whites of 
the eggs as stiff as possible. Measure 
half a pound of rice flour, a fourth of a 
pound of pastry flour, and a level tea­
spoonful of baking powder. Sift them, 
then add the whites of the eggs and flour 
gradually and alternately until all of 
both are in tfie latter. Bake in patty 
pan tins. These cakes are only good 
when fresh, but then they are delicious 
—New York Evening Post.
The Time for Building 
Up the system is at this season. The 
cold weather has made unusual drains 
upon the vital forces. The blood has 
become impoverished anti impure, and 
all the functions of the body suffer in 
consequence. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is 
the greatest builder, because it is the 
One True Blood Purifier and nerve tonic.
Hood’s Pills become the favorite 
cathartic with all who use them. All 
druggisis. 25c.
Mrs. Keeley, the venerable actress, 
whose ninetieth birthday was recently cel­
ebrated in London, sang the “Mermaid 
Song” in a performance of “Oberon,” 









us before taking this 
step. We can CURE alt 
weaknesses by our 





(It years in 
practice.)
(88 years In 
yractlce.)
T9 >7* ¥** 9
CoQsnii of Write Os
before giving up In 
despair. It will coat 
you nothing and may 
be the means of giving 
yon everlasting happL 
ness. We have cured 
thousands when relief 
could not be given ex­
cept by our
NEW SYSTEM.
We might be able to 
do this for you.
Hervous Defilifta.
Lack of Energy, Physical Decay arising 
from IndUcretlon. Excess, Exposure or
slon to Society, Loss of Ambition, Un­
fitness to Marry, Melancholy, Dys­
pepsia, Stunted Development. Loss of 
Power, Pains in the Back, SAFELY 
end PRIVATELY CURED by our NEW 
SYSTEM 08 NO PAY.
Blood and Skin Diseases, 
all forms, affecting Body, Nose,Throat’ 
Skin and Bones. Blotches. Eruptions* 
Acne, Eczema, Old Sores, Ulcers. Pain' 
ful Swellings, from whatever cause* 
positively and forever driven from the 
system. Stiff and Swollen Joints and 
Rheumatism, the result of Blood 
Polson, surely CURED In 80 to 00 days 
or NO PAY.
KIDNEY and URINARY Complaints. 
Painful, Difficult, too Frequent or 
Bloody Urine, nromptly CURED by our 
NEW system;
BE CURED while yon can—if neglect­
ed the-e will come i time when you 
are beyond human aid an I skill.
MAIL TREATMENT.—OUR HOME 
TREATMENT is on the same high 
standard as that given at our OFFIQRS.
On application an Interesting pamphlet 
will he sent free to any addreas. in­
structive to all sufferers or persons 
contemplating marriage. Question 
Lists lent on application. All business 
held sacredly confidential. Nothing 
sent C. O. D. No names used without 
written consent. All letters and pack­
age. sent sealed and free from observa­
tion. Send for our financial and pro­
fessional references.
Hours, ®-9 Standard; Sundays, 10-5.
THE COSMOPOLITAN
Eleetro-Medleal sad Surgical
INSTITUTE » ' cicvelaad? 0^E .
• (East Soldiers’ Monument.* > cj
—THE—
C. I. & C. R T
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The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institite, 
Will be at the CIRTIN 1IOVME, Mt. Vernon. Weil- 




Nell nil the Patent Hedlelnee
Advertlaed In thle P»f»er.
BALTIMORE AMI OHIO R. It 
TIXE TABLE
In Effect June 30. 1805.
EAST BOUND.
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“ Fostoria............. 4 53 3 35 7 45 
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I.v Sandusky........... 3 00 f3 00 8 00
I.v Mansfield........ 6 50 4 55 5 27 10 05
“ Mt Vernon.-...... 7 45 6 05 5 59 11 22
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Lv. Newark............. 8 301 6 55 •6 50 12 30
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•Daily |Stop on Signal, f Dailyex.Snnd ty 
J. Van Smith, Gen’l B ipt.
Chas.O. Scull Gen’l Pass'r Agent.
Central Time, i I | 27 i SI -------------------------------------------------- -------
am pm i am pm
Cincinnati....Lv 8 no 8 00 ......... ........ ........
Columbus,...Lv 71 4.1 12 851 8 001 | 9 00
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1 2b 2 40 7 47
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; 7 So 
! 8 00
Ar
114 1 Dresdkm Branch i : 111
a. m. p. m.
t 6 00 Lv Millersburg. Ar t 7 45
7 no .... Killbuck.......... 7 to
8 Ar. ....Trinway.... . H 4 15
flO 20 Ar. ... Zanes villa... Lv I + 2 40
a. m. , p. m
• Rune Dolly, t Daily except Sunday, f Flag 
•top. | meals.
UW Where no time is given train* do not atop
Noe. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cara between Cleve­
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cent* between 
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta­
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati, 
or intermediate stations, ttonth of Columbus.
Noe. 27 and 28, carry Vestibuled Sleeping Cars 
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27 has a Local Vestibuled Sleeper between 
Columbus and Cleveland, and can be occupied 
by pasvengere after 9:00 p. m. at the East end of 
the Union Depot.
No. 88 has a Local Veetibuled Sleeper between 
Cleveland and Colnmboa. This Sleeper arrives at 
Coinmbne at 2:15 a. m. and is set at the Faet end 
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their 
berths until 7 W a m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers Booth of 
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
C. F. DALY.
Gen’1 Pass. Agent, Cleveland, Ohio. 





Meetings for the Examination of 
Teachers will be held at the 
School Room,
Central Building, Mt. Vernon, 
The Secoid Satarday of Every loath,
And the Last Saturday of September, 
October, November, February 
March and April.
Examinations Will Commence at S:301’eloet.
L. D. Bonebrake, Preet,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.




Every Mother la Interested la 
the Snbjeet.
Be careful of the baby’s tender skin. 
Many soaps now used for washing 
children are positively harmful. Use 
“S-a-n-a*d-o-r Skin Soap.” It is made of 
pure vegetable oils. It is mild, sooth­
ing, allays irritation, prevents disease. 
S-a-n-a-d-o-r Skin Soap is the only non- 
poisonoue antiseptic soap in the world.
It is the finest medicinal soap made. 
It is unsurpassed for the complexion. 
Keeps the skin tissues soft, pliable and 
in a healthy condition. Try it for all 
purposes of the toilet and bath. Price 
25 cents a cake. Prepared by S-a-n-a- 
d-o-r Medical Co., 10 and 12 Vande- 
water St., New York City.
teaches you that when 
the b.owels are inopera­
tive there is something 
wrong.
Many doctors’ bills 
have been saved by the 
prompt use of Paragon 
Tea. Your 25 cents 
back if it fails to cure 
any ordinary disorder 
of the stomach, liver or 
kidneys.
Sold by druggists. Prepared by S. R 
Feil & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O. I
I
?old at H- M. Green's Drug Store
Thio Famous Remedy
cures quickly mid permanently 
oil nervoif? diseases such as 
ry, loss of Brain Power. 
atefu!nes»,I.oat Vitality. 
algDily emlsslona.ev lid 1 earns. In, potency and wast­
ing disease-! caused by youthful errors or ex­
cesses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve tonic and 
blood builder. Stakes the pale and puny strong 
and plump. Easily curried in vest pocket. SI per 
box; u for 85. By mall prepaid with a written guar­
antee to enre or monoy refunded. Write us for free 
medical bonk, sent sealed in plain wrapper, which 
cuntalnstestimonlnlsand financial references. No 
charge for consultations. Nt ware of imitations 
Sold hy our advertised agents, or address NERVE 
SEED CO., Masonic Tempje, Chicago III.
Sold in Mt. Vernon Dy Geo. R. Baker A 
Sen and H. M. Green.
Result in 4 weeks.
Ro’d at H. M. GREEN’S Drug Store.
RCSTORI
LOST YIGOR
When in doubt what to use for Ncrrocw Debility, Loss of Sexual Power (in either 
•ex). Itapu(ea«.y, Atrophy. Varicocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use 
Sexine Pills. Drains checked and full vigor quickly restored. If neglected, such 
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, forjx.oo; 6 boxes for Ss-oo. With 
every >5.00 order we give a legal guarantee Lu cure or refund the ruoocy. Addroaa 
PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.
lOoclly
“WHERE DIRT GATHERS, WASTE RULES.” 
GREAT SAVING RESULTS FROM THE USE OF
SAPOLIO
DR. FRANCE. PRESIDENT
FRAJfCB MBDICAL AND SURGICAL UKSTITUtT^
E8 it 40 W. Gav SL. ms block N^MStste House, CelumbuLO- lnc9rporaied,1886. G»pHol,^3OQ^O0,
DR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Dlseaosa 
and Diseases of the Eve and Ear, on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the 
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous snd Private Diseases will bs suc­
cessfully treated on the most Scientific principles. He is ably assisted bv a full corp* of esaioeat 
Physicians and Surgeons, each one being a well known specialist in his profession, 
no CDflNPP bas superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and def« rmitiea.' rlMIvVLL Acute and Chronic Catarrh, Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose. Throat 
ind Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney, LiTer, Bladder, Chronic Fsmals 
tad Sexual Diseases speedily cured by treatment that has never failed in thousands of caaas 
hat had been pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might have 
x-eu restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
50c BOOK FREE. “The Medical Adviser” containing nearly one hundred 
tagea, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice toyonng and old—especially 
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fail to improve the oppor- 
uaity to obtain one of the moat valuable books which haa ever come withla yowr 
each. This book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of poetawe. Addseea. 
JR. ERANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmbns, Ohio.
YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of 
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive 
zabit, which annually sweeps to an untimely 
/rave thousands of young men of exalted talent 
ind brilliant intellect,may call with confidence.
OR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has dis­
covered the greatest cure known for weakness 
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges, 
impotency. general debility, nervousness. lan­
guor, confusion of ideas, palpitation of the 
heart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or 
giddiness, diseases of the bead, throat, nose, or 
•kin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or 
bowels—those terrible disorders arising from 
the solitary vice of youth—and secret practices, 
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa­
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take 
one candid thought before it is too late. A week 
or month may place your case beyond the reach 
o< hope. Onr method of treatment will speedily 
and permanently cure the most obstinate case, 
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIOOLE-AGEO MEN.—There are many from 
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre­
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom­
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa­
tion, weakening the system in a manner the 
patient cannot account for. On examination of 
the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be 
fonnd, or the color will be a thin or milkish hue. 
There are many men who die of this difficulty. 
Ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage 
of seminal weakness. We will guarantee a 
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy 
restoration of the genito-nrinary organs.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.-We have a special de. 
partment, thoroughly organized^and devoted 
exclusively to the treatmeot of diseases W 
women. Every case consulting oar special is to, 
whether by letter or person, is gives the woet 
careful and considerate attention. Important 
cases (and we get few which have not baffied the 
skill of all the home physicians) have the baa* 
fit of a full council of skilled specialist*. Ia 
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, eef 
success has been marked, over two-thirds of 
onr patients being ladies, old, yoang, marrtad, 
eingle. rich and poor. Onr method le eatlrelg 
free from objectfonable feat a res of the general 
practitioner, namely, “Local treatmenL” We 
seldom fiad It necessary. We prepare re med io*, 
constitutional and local, at the case demands, 
and instruct ladies how to treat themselves.
MARRIAGE.—Married persona, or young men 
contemplating marriage, aware of physical 
weakness, loss of procreative powers, I m notesCT
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal amiss loss. 
Loss of Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexsal 
Organs, Want of Desire in Male or Female, 
whether from imprudent habits of yonth er 
sexual habits of matureyears, or any canss that 
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and 
permanently cured. Consultation free and 
strictly confidential. Absolute cures guaran­
teed. Medicines sent free from observation «e 
all parts of the United States.
ErILEPSY OR FITfi-Positively cured by a new 
and never-failing method. Testimoalale fop- 
nished.
FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment shoeld 
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will 
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written aaalyele 
will be given. Persons rained in health by unlearned pretenders, who keep trifling with them 
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious compounds, should apply Immediately. 
Delays are dangerous.
WnMnpRPIll P.IIRF^ Perfected in old cases which have been neglected or nashlllfnUy TVUltULnrUL UUnLC treated. Noexperiments or failures. Parties treated by moil er 
express, but where possible, personal consultation is preferred. Curable cases raaraateeA. 
Vo risks incurred.
IVCases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any pert of U. B. 
List of 130 questions free. Address, with postage, DR. W. ▲. FRANCR, Re, eg WeeS Gay St., Columbus, Ohio.
CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE
Ourtia House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, February 26, from 8 
| a. m. to 5 p m. ONE DAY ONLY.
